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Abstract 
In this thesis, we will discuss some rigidity results on the complex structures 
of certain Kahler manifolds based on the work of Siu [17],[18],[20]. Our approach 
is to study the properties of harmonic maps between Kahler manifolds. Based on 
a Bochner type formula, some curvature conditions on the target manifold will 
be derived so that any harmonic map with sufficiently large rank will be either 
holomorphic or anti-holomorphic. As an application, it will be shown that any 
compact quotient of an irreducible bounded symmetric domain other than the 
unit disc is strongly rigid in complex structure. The analogous results for the 
non-compact case will also be discussed. 
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摘要 
在本論文中，我們將討論Siu[17]，[18]，[20]中某類型lahler流形複結構的剛性 
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In 1973 Mostow proved the following strong rigidity theorem. 
Theorem 1.0.1. (Mostow [14]) Let N and M be compact Riemannian locally 
symmetric manifolds of dimensions at least three with negative Ricci curvatures. 
Suppose N and M have isomorphic fundamental groups and M is irreducible (i.e. 
no finite covering of M can be written isometrically as a non-trivial product of 
Riemannian manifolds.) Then, N, M are isometric up to a normalizing constant. 
We specialize our consideration to the case that both N, M are compact 
quotients of irreducible bounded symmetric domains. Since higher homotopy 
groups 7rk{N), 7rk{M) vanish for /c ^ 2, by Whitehead's theorem, we know that 
if a smooth map f •. N — M induces an isomorphism between the fundamen-
tal groups of N and M, f must be a homotopy equivalence. It is known that 
(see [22]) a smooth map between irreducible Hermitian symmetric spaces is an 
isometry (up to a normalizing constant) if and only if it is a biholomorphism or 
an anti-biholomorphism. Therefore, Mostow's theorem, when restricted to our 
particular case, implies that two compact quotients of irreducible bounded sym-
metric domains other than the unit disc are biholomorphic or anti-biholomorphic 
if they have the same homotopy type. 
In this thesis, we will study a generalization of this particular case of Mostow's 
1 
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theorem by Sin [17],[18]. Instead of requiring both manifolds to be symmetric, Siu 
was able to prove that any compact Kabler manifold of the same homotopy type 
of a compact quotient of irreducible bounded symmetric domain other than the 
unit disc must be biholomorphic or anti-biholomorphic to that compact quotient. 
Sill's method makes use of a special Bochner type formula derived by him. 
Recall that the original Bochner technique involves the computation of the Lapla-
cian of the pointwise square norm of the differential of a harmonic map between 
two Riemannian manifolds. Two curvature terms arise in that formula, with one 
involves the domain manifold and the other one involves the target manifold. 
Therefore, to apply that formula, curvature conditions on both manifolds are 
expected. However, the Bochner type formula discovered by Siu involves only 
one curvature term from the target manifold and hence has the advantage that 
we only need to impose curvature condition on one manifold only. To make use 
of this Bochner type formula, Siu has formulated a few new notions of negative 
curvatures. These notions will be introduced in chapter 2. We will also verify 
that the curvature tensors of irreducible bounded symmetric domains other than 
the unit disc satisfy the so-called adequate negativity of curvature condition to 
be defined. 
In chapter 3，we will discuss the Bochner formula by Siu and make use of it 
to arrive at some results concerning the holomorphicity of harmonic maps as well 
as the rigidity properties of certain compact Kahler manifolds. In chapter 4, we 
will study the analogous situation when the Kahler manifolds is non-compact. 
Chapter 2 
Different Notions of Negative 
Curvatures for Kahler Manifolds 
2.1 Definitions 
In this section, we will introduce several notions of negative curvature conditions 
for our later discussion, namely the strong (semi-)negativity, very strong (semi-
)negativity and adequate negativity of the curvature tensor of a Kahler manifold. 
The formulations of these definitions may look mysterious at the first glance but 
the motivation behind them will become more apparent when a Bochner formula 
(Proposition 3.2.1) is introduced in the next chapter. By a straightforward cal-
culation [17] we see that complex unit ball of complex dimension n ^ 2 has very 
strongly negative curvature when equipped with the Bergman metric. Unfortu-
nately it is in general not true for bounded symmetric domains. Therefore we look 
for weaker curvature assumption so that we can still apply the Bochner formula to 
yield some rigidity theorems for compact quotients of irreducible bounded sym-
metric domains. It turns out that adequate negativity is the answer and we will 
show that these quotients have adequate negative curvature in the subsequent 
sections. 
3 
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Suppose M is a Kahler manifold with Kahler form 
u = y/^g^pdz^ A dz^ 
Then the curvature tensor R is given by 
RahS = ^-y^pdap - g^^dag^fidpQxs 
Let P e M and ^ = ^ ： 以 績 , ” = ^ T'/M. The operation ( 
2ReC = C+C defines a real linear isomorphism from Tp^M to TpM. The sectional 
curvature K(p, q) of the plane spanned by p = 2Re = 2Re rj G TpM can be 
calculated by 
=m � e ， f i ) + v ) + m.巧,f, v ) + m "，f, v) 
=m V, <e，fj) - f , «e, n) - m, o + Riv, f，”, o 
= - E R c M 況 - 1 巧、 
a, 
Note that the tangent vectors p, q are linearly independent over R if and only if 
there exist real constants ci and C2, not both zero, such that 
Ci�a = C2rf for all a 
which is equivalent to 
- r f j ^ = 0 for all a J 
Therefore, at a point P of M, the sectional curvature is non-positive if and only 
if 
E Rah认权—- r]'^) ^  0, for all e T'/M 
a，/3，7，5 
If furthermore, equality holds if and only if r] satisfy ^^rj^  — rf� f3 _ g for all 
a, /3, then the sectional curvature is negative. 
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Definition 1. M is said to have strongly semi-negative curvature at P G M if 
the curvature tensor at P satisfies 
for any complex numbers C", D"". If furthermore, equality holds if and 
only if these numbers satisfy A^'B^ — C^D^ = 0 for all a, (5, then the curvature 
is said to be strongly negative. 
Definition 2. M is said to have very strongly semi-negative curvature at P E M 
if the curvature tensor R at P satisfies 
E 丑 a 帕 严 声 ^ 0 
for any complex numbers 严 . I f furthermore, equality holds if and only if every 
斤 = 0 , then the curvature is said to be very strongly negative. 
Clearly, very strongly (semi-)negative curvature is a stronger condition than 
the strongly (semi-)negative curvature, which in turns implies (semi-)negative 
sectional curvature. Actually we can rephrase the two definitions above as follows: 
Let Q be the Hermitian bilinear form on 
defined by 
Q{A®B,C®D) = -R{A,C,D,B) (2.1) 
on decomposable elements [A, B G T^'^M) and extended by Hermitian linearity. 
We say Q is (semi-)negatwe of level fc if Q is (semi-)negative definite on the 
subset of elements of T ^ - ' ^ M w h i c h can be expressed as a sum of at most 
k decomposable elements, and (semi-)negative of all level if Q is (semi-)negative 
definite on 
the whole Tpi'^ M (8) 
Then, M has (semi-) negative holomorphic 
sectional curvature at P if and only if Q is (semi-)-negative of level 1. Since 
a’/3’7’5 
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and 
A(g>B-C<S>D = 0<^ A^'W - C^W = 0 for all a, (5 
M has strongly (semi-)negative curvature at P if and only if Q is (semi-)negative 
of level 2. Similarly, M has very strongly (semi-)negative curvature at P is 
equivalent to saying Q is (semi-)negative of all level. Also, from these definition, 
it is apparent that the definitions of strongly and very strongly negative curvatures 
are independent of the choice of holomorphic coordinate. 
Both strongly and very strongly negative curvatures are strong conditions. 
Here we introduce a weaker type of negative curvature condition, which is more 
suitable for our coming discussion on classical domains. 
Definition 3. M is said to have negative curvature of order /c at P G M if 
1. M has strongly semi-negative curvature at P. 
2. If / : f / —>• M is a smooth map from an open neighborhood f / of 0 in to M 
with /(O) = P, rankRf// = 2k at 0, and if at P, 
E R a “ 潤 = 0 for 1 “ j O (2.2) 
a’/3’7’5 
where 
then either df = 0 or Bf = 0 aX. 0. 
If M has negative curvature of order m = dime M at P, we say M has 
adequately negative curvature at that point. 
Remark. Again, we can check that this definition is in fact independent of the 
choice of coordinates on M. Note that 
where Q is as defined in (2.1). Hence the left hand side of (2.2) is independent 
of the choice of coordinate on M. 
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In the following sections, we will show that the four types of classical domains 
other than the unit disc have adequately negative curvature. The following lemma 
will be useful in our proof. 
Lemma 2.1.1. Suppose V is a vector space of dimension n over C and W is 
a real vector subspace of V of real dimension ^ 2n — 2k. Let E be the set 
of all bases of V over C and let F be the subset of E consisting of all bases 
{ei, 62, . . . , e„} of V over C such that for any 1 < < � 2 < … < � f c < 
spanc{eii, 6^2,..., e^ }^ A VK = {0}. Then F is a dense open subset of E. 
Remark. Here, the topology of E is defined as follows: Fix an arbitrary basis 
{DI,D2,...，DN} of V over C. Then for any basis {ei, 62,... ’ of V over C, 
there exists an invertible nxn complex matrix A = (a^-) such that e^  = J2j (kjdj. 
The correspondence {ei ,e2, . . . ,e„ } is a bijection between E and GL{n, C). 
The topology of E is induced from the usual topology of GL[n, C) through this 
correspondence. Of course, the topology defined in this way does not depend 
on {DI,D2,..., DN}, because for any B G GL(n, C), the map X XB is a 
homeomorphism of GL{n, C). 
Proof. For any 1 < < 么2 < •. • <� fc《几， let be the subset of E 
consisting of all bases {ei, 62,…，e^} of V over C such that 
spanc{eii, e i � ’ . . . ’ Ci J n W 二 {0} 
Then 
Since the intersection of finitely many dense, open subsets is still dense and open, 
it suffices to prove each F i • … , i s dense and open. For simplicity, we will only 
show it for Fi,2”"’k. 
Let = VF n be the largest complex vector subspace of V in W. Let 
{ei, 62,...，ep} be a basis of K over C. Choose Cp+i, ep+2, ••• eW so that 
ei, . . . , Cp, v ^ e p , Cp+i,..., e/ 
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is a basis of W over R. Note that by our definition of K, ei, 62,. . . , e/ is linearly 
independent over C. Complete it to a basis { e i , . . . , e；, e^+i,..., e„} of V over C. 
We will first show that jF\’2’…’k is non-empty. Let q be the greatest integer not 
exceeding 宇 and 
a = {cp+i + \/^ep+2, ep+3 + .. •, ep+2g-i + e^+i,..., e„} 
Then 
, „ ^ l - p - l , 2n-l-l-p^2k-l 7 1 
a\ = q-\-{n-l)^ ^ - ~ ~ + n — l = � = k -
where the last inequality arises from the fact p+l = diiriK W < 2n—2k. Therefore, 
q;| ^ k. Since a is C-linearly independent, we can extend it to a basis P oi V 
over C. Note that spaiicO； nW = {0}, we get (3 G Fi,2’...’fc 0. 
Let 仍，…，"fc e V be C-linearly independent and L = spanc 仏 , 仍 ’ ...，"&}• For 
1 < i ^ let Qj = aijCi. In matrix form, we let A = {aij) he a n x k 
complex matrix and write (Pi，p2，•..，Vfe) = (ei，62’... ’ en)A. Suppose 
( A A 
A= A2 
where Ai, A2, A3 is a submatrix of A with pj — p and n — I rows respectively. 
Then we have 
e c 0 such that A2C is real and A^c = 0 
f 
A^c - A^ 二 0 
<==>3c e c 0 such that A^c = 0 
/ , 丁 \ 
A2 -A2 
the {2n - k - p) x {2k) matrix A^ 0 has rank < 2k 
V 0 ^ / 
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The reason of the last equivalence is as follows: The (=>) direction is clear. For 
the direction, note that if c, d e c, d not both zero such that 
(A2 -石 \ / \ 
c 
A3 0 = 0 
( 0 石 广 乂 
then either = c + d or = — d) is non-zero, and both of them satisfy 
似一双 = 0 
《似=0 
^ = 0 
V 
Now, let ("1,...，gn) = ( e ! , … ， G E, where C is an xn invertible matrix. 
Write 
卜 
C = A2 * 
where A3 are complex matrix of dimension pxk, {l — p) x k and {n — l)xk 
respectively. Then 
^ A2 -T2 ^ 
{gi) e Fi’2’...’fc the matrix R = A3 0 has rank 2k 
0 A 
det (R*R)^0 
It shows that Fi’2，...’fc is open. We are left to show it is dense in E. Given 
any � G E. Take any (杀)G Fi,2’...’fc. Let [gi,..�gn�= ( e i , . . . , e „ ) 5 and 
(歹 1, • •. ’ 9n) = ( e i , . . . , where B and B are n x n invertible matrix. For t G 
0’ 1], define C � = { l - t ) B - { - t B and ("1 � ， … ’ "„ . ( ” ) = ( d , . . . , en)C(t) G 
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Again, we express 
(Mt) * \ f A2{t) - A ^ ) � 
C{t) = A2(t) * and R(t) = As{t) 0 
V似力）* J V 0 硕 
Then (hi(t)) e Fi，2，...’fc if and only if det C � + 0 and det {R{tyR{t)) + 0. (The 
first condition is to ensure {hi{t)) G E). Since both of these two functions are 
non-zero polynomials in t, (hi(t)) € Fi’2,...’fc except for finitely many t G [0,1 . 
Hence, we can take a sequence (tj) in [0’ 1] such that {hi{tj)) G Fi’2’..”fc, tj — 0 
and so {hi){tj) — gi as j ^ oo, proving F\，2’…，k is dense. Similarly, every Fi血…’ 
is open and dense, so is F. • 
The first application of the this lemma is the following result. 
Lemma 2.1.2. If M has strongly negative curvature at 尸 G M, then it has 
negative curvature of order 2 at P. 
Proof. Let U be an open neighborhood of 0 G C^, / ： U M is a smooth map 
with /(O) = P and ranknc?/ = 4 at 0. 
For = 1,2, let 
键=idin{o)WW)-{9]rmWFm 
Suppose 
E ^ c ^ � _ = 0 f o r i , j = l ,2 
a，/3，7,(5 
The assumption that M has strongly negative curvature at P immediately implies 
every 键=0. 
The image Imdf is a real 4-dimensional subspace of the complex m-dimenional 
vector space [TpM, J), where J is the complex structure of M. By lemma 2.1.1, 
there exists {ei, e2,…，e^,} C TpM, a basis of TpM over C, such that for any 
1 ‘ a < P � m , 
spanc{e^ : 7 a, /?} H Imdf 二 {0} 
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Hence, 
TpM = spanc{e^ : 7 q；,^ } 0 Imdf 
Choose local holomorphic coordinate (2") around P so that z°'{P) = 0 and e^ = 
2 R e嘉 at TfM. By shrinking [ / t o a smaller open neighborhood of 0 if necessary, 
define 小以厂.U — C^ for any a ^ p hy = 
Clearly, 0a/3(O) = 0. Also, by the choice of coordinate (2"), d(l)ap is injective at 0. 
Our purpose is to show either df{0) or df{0) is zero. So without loss of generality, 
we assume dif^{0) + 0 and want to prove 5 / (0) = 0. For simplicity, we write 
df = df{0) and Bf = df{0) in the remaining proof. 
Let dime spa^nMdf\dp,…，df^}) = a. Since df 0 and [/ C C^, a =1 or 
2. 
We deal with the case a = 2 first. Assume dp, dp are linearly independent. Put 
(3 = j = l into 苟"=0, we get for every a, 
d i r w = d i r w 4 difad^i = 
diP 
Br = 挪 
Similarly, 3 尸 = 
However, the assumption that d p , d p are linearly independent implies every 
c j = c^ = 0. Therefore, we conclude df = 0. 
Finally we show the other case a = 1 is in fact impossible. Suppose on the 
contrary, a = 1. Then there exists r" 6 C such that d尸=r^d广 for every a. 
By the argument in the case a = 2, we also have 
Br = c^W 
Therefore, 
dp = dp + Bp = r'^df + cja/i 
dj^ = dj^ + 妒 = 耶 / I + 
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Hence, df^ A A df^ 八 d / " = 0 as a multiple of exterior product of 1 forms d p 
and df^. It contradicts to the injectivity of d(f)ap at 0. • 
It is also easy to check that at any point of a complex m-dimensional Kahler 
manifold and for 2 < /c < m — 1，negative curvature of order k would imply 
negative curvature of order /c + 1. Hence we have 
R is very strongly negative is strongly negative 
is negative of order 2 
is negative of order 3 
is negative of order m (i.e. adequately negative) 
=>R is strongly semi-negative 
In the following sections, we will show that every irreducible bounded symmetric 
domain other than the unit disc has adequately negative curvature. We will first 
prove it directly from definition for classical domains of type I and type IV. For 
the other cases we will simplify the calculations by showing that their curvature 
tensors satisfy other two conditions, namely the non-degeneracy and the almost 
adequate negativity properties, which together imply adequate negativity of cur-
vature. The non-degeneracy property will be proven for all irreducible bounded 
symmetric domains by looking at the structures of the associated complex simple 
Lie algebras of their isometry groups. For the almost adequate negativity prop-
erty, we will verify it by straightforward computations for classical domains of 
type II and type III, and by investigating the root systems of the associated Lie 
algebras for the cases of exceptional bounded symmetric domains. 
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2.2 Adequate negativity of curvatures of classi-
cal domains of type I 
The classical domain of type I, for m, n > 1, is given by 
Z ) 二 = {Ze MmxniC) : In — is positive definite} 
with global potential function of the metric g given by 
- l o g d e t ( / „ - Z * Z ) 
Let Z = (zap) and Z*Z = A = (0 /^3). Then {zap) is a global coordinate of D ; 
and aa0 = For a n x n matrix B = (fiap), 
n 
d e t B = 1)聊 a ; Q � + ) 
aeSn a=l 
Note that for B = In — Z*Z and a is neither the identity nor a transposition, 
^aa(a) IS a pioducts of at least 3 off-diagonal entries of B and hence has powers 
of aa/3 > 2. Therefore 
det(4 - Z*Z) =]J(1 — a^a)-[辽。卿a H (1 _ ^77) 
ct a<P 
+ terms with powers of a f^i > 2 
=1 - y^Qga + y ^ CLaaa卵 一 ^ fla/Sfl卢a 
a a</3 a<(3 
+ terms with powers of aafs > 2 
We want to compute the curvature of D二几 at the origin. Using the Taylor series 
expansion 
—log(l -z) = z-\- —+ — + ... 
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and ignoring terms with powers of Za^  greater than 4，we have 
- l o g d e t ( 4 - Z * Z ) 
/ \ 
= - l o g 1 - y ^ Qga + y ^ flaaa/3/3 - ^ ^ fla^fl/Ja + … 
\ a a<(3 a<p / 
/ \ 1 / y 
\ a a</3 a</3 J \ a J 
/ \ 1 
= y ^ flgg - y ^ flaaa 朋 + [ + " ^ + “acA^ + ... 
\ a a</5 a<l3 J a a</3 
= ^ a a + 2 aapdpa + … 
a a,/3 
二 X ] + - ^ ^Z^P^ZSA + . . . 
= ^ - y ^ ZAS'^Z^JZ^ + . . . 
The last equality sign is obtained by swapping the dummy index a with 7 and (3 
with 5. Prom the potential function it is clear that [z^^) is a normal holomor-
phic coordinate at 0 G i^^.n and so at that point, 
— — 
= + Safi^xp^ar^jp + hp^aix^jp^ar + hfx^aP^-fr^ap) 
For complex numbers f町’"�1 ^ o；, ^ m, 1 ^ 7, p ^ n, we have 
2 2 
严 (2-3) 
7’p Oi a,p 7 
Hence the curvature tensor is very strongly semi-negative at the origin. Since the 
isometry group of D^ ,^  is transitive, we conclude that the curvature tensor is very 
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strongly semi-negative everywhere. We will show that every classical domain of 
type I other than the unit disc has adequately negative curvature. In doing so, 
we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2.1. Suppose U,V are open neighborhoods of the origin in C", C"^ 
respectively, and 0 : U —> V is smooth with (/)(0) = 0. Denote the standard 
coordinate of U by (ly^), V by (z°'). 
a. If rankc = m at 0，then there exists a linear change of coordinate 
w^  = Y^j hijW^ such that at 0， 
dz"" 
-jrrrr = for 1 ^ Q； < m and 1 ^ i < n 
dw^ 
In matrix form, it is 
— / \ 
V ^ ； = 4 0 h x n 
b. If rankc = p ^ m at 0, then there exist a linear change of coordinate 
w^  = and an unitary transformation 二 a^^z^ such that at 
0, 
( 
U = f o r 1 ^ a ^ p and 1 ^ 2 ^  n 
< 
綜 = 0 for p < a ^m and 1 ^n 
\ 
In matrix form, it is 
^ f ip 0 � 
U ^ / ~ \ 0 0 ； 
\ / mxn 
c. If rankc (!§•) = p ^n at 0 and ^ 0 for some i, then there exist a linear 
change of coordinate w^  = Y^j bijW^ and an unitary transformation 
n 
z^  = z^  and = ^ dapz^ for a ^ 2 
(3=2 
such that at 0, 
1 5 = ^au for 1 ^ a ^ p and 1 ^ 2 ^  n 
< 
綜 = 0 for p < a ^ m and 2 ‘ i � n 
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111 matrix form, it is 
f l 0 o \ 
(dz\ 
feh • ； 1 � 
、氺 0 0 ； 
\ / mxn 
where * is a possibly non-zero column vector of length m — p. 
Proof. Let d(f)o ： Tq'V" ' be the composition 
To^'Y" i Tf d蜂 T^C^ 7^ 1,0(0饥 
For the first case, d(f)o is surjective. Take …,Vm € Tq'^C" such that 
d(j)Q{vi)=嘉 for i = 1,2，... m. Choose a basis {v^n+i,... ,Vn} of ker dcpo over C. 
Then vi,v2, • • • ,Vn is a basis of Suppose at 0， 
i 
By the linear change of coordinate w^  = bijw^ on C^, we have at 0, 
dza ^ dz�dw^ ^ , dz� (人杯 r 
麻 麻 二 參 ） = 、 ！ 
3 j 
For the second case, take an orthonormal basis 
o fTo ' -Y - such that 
the first p vectors span Im^^o- Take, for 1 ^ i ^ p, a vector Vi G Tq'^C" 
such that d({)o{vi) = di and extend it to a basis {^i,...，Vn} of tJ'^C" by vectors 
Vp^i,... ,Vn ^ kerdcpo- Suppose at 0’ 
巧 二 Y1 bij^i and = 汉幼丄 
i a 
Then by the linear change of coordinate w^  = bijW^ on C" and the unitary 
transformation z^ = J]^ CLa^ z^  on the matrix satisfies the desired 
equations. 
For the third case, let tt, tt' be the orthogonal projection of Tq^C^ = ( C ^ ) 0 
( C ^ 0 . . . 0 C嘉）onto the first and the second component respectively. + 
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0 implies tt o <90o is surjective, so that K = ker(7r o d(l)o) has complex dimensional 
n — 1. Let 
Q Q Q 
Ip = d(l)o\K :K^keT7r = C — 0 C — 0 . . . � C — 
Then lankip = p _ 1. Take an unitary basis {di, • • •, dm} of Tq'^ C"^ such that 
di = and Imip = spanc{c^2,…，dp}. Choose basis {？；丄,..，ivj of Tq'^C" such 
that 
V2,... ,Vp e K and ip{vi) = dj for S = 2,3,. •. ’p， 
Vp+i,... ,Vn ekeiip 
and 
d(j)o{vi) = + Cp+idp+i + . . . + Cmdm foi some Cp+i，..., c^ G C 
Such v\ exists. It is because + 0 for some i, and hence lmd(j)Q ^ df = 
spanc{(i2，..., dm}- Suppose 
Vj = y ^ h n - ^ for 1 ^ 2 ^ n 
J ^ dwi 
I 
Q Tfi m 
^ = ^a/3da = a幼知 for 2 ^ /? ^ m 
a=l a=2 
Again, the linear change of coordinate w^  = Y^j bijW^ on C"^  and the unitary 
transformation z^  = z^  and 二 for a ^ 2 yield the desired ( g ) . 
• 
Theorem 2.2.2. For mn ^ 2, the classical domain D ; has adequately negative 
curvature. 
Proof. Since the isometry group acts transitively on D^^, we only need to show 
that the curvature tensor is adequately negative at one point, say at Z = 0. Also, 
by (2.3), the curvature tensor is very strongly semi-negative, and hence strongly 
semi-negative at 0. It suffices to verify the second condition in definition 3. Let 
U be an open neighborhood of 0 in C"^" and (w”) be its coordinate. Suppose 
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f :U ^ is a local difFeomorphism at 0 with /(O) = 0. Denote by 
d i j严 and %尸"(0) by <%尸"，and 
觀 = - 知 I 尸 
Suppose for every z, j , k, I 
E n — 广 cry,卢 p 广/IT,入 cT _ ^ 
Then by equation (2.3), 
2 2 
7’p a a,0 7 
It implies for every i,j, k, I 
= 0 for any 7 , " (*) 
= 0 for any a,/? 
Let g : U — Mnxm(C) be defined by g{w) = /{wY, the transpose of f{w). Prom 
now on, we just derive everything from the equations (*) but nothing else from 
the geometry of classical domains. Denote 
Then since r j 體 = 雷 b y (*), we also have 
^ = 0 for any 7, P 
= 0 for any a , " 
i.e., the system of equations (*) is invariant under taking transpose. It can be 
shown similarly by direct computation that the system is also invariant under 
any change of coordinate of (it;”）or the composition of f followed by 
Z H 之 or Z H AZB 
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where A E U(m), B G U(n) are unitary matrix. 
Our purpose is to show either df(0) = 0 or df(0) = 0. If one of them is non-zero, 
by making composition with Z Z if necessary, we may assume df(0) — 0. 
Also, by taking transpose and a row operation Z h AZ by some unitary matrix 
A if necessary, we may also assume m � 2 and dij 严—0. 
Define an order: (1，1) < (1’ 2) < … < (1, n) < (2，1) < … < (m, n) on the index 
of w'^. Apply lemma (2.2.1b) to the map 尸,，fin) . Let the 
n X mn matrix [dij产has rank p ^ 1. By a linear change of coordinate (w”) 
and an elementary column operation Z ZB by some unitary matrix B, we 
have 
f 
= for 1 ^ /? ^ n and 1 ^ j < p 
< (2.4) 
dij 严 = 0 iovl^p^n and {ij) > ( l ’ p ) 
Note that (*) is invariant under these operations. For [k, I) > (l,p), 1 < 7 < p, 
E 镇 f = • 4 E = E 知 I 严 ⑩ 
(3=1 (3=1 f3=l 
So, by (2.4), 
d ^ 产 = 0 for 1 ^ 7 < p and (/c, I) > (l,p) (2.5) 
Next, we claim that the {n — p) x (mn — p) matrix 
(%7/l”P<7<n’(fc’0>(l’P) 
has rank n — p. Suppose otherwise, 
a/i’P+i 八 八 八妒n = Q (mod cf^, d^,..., d^) 
Together with (2.4), it implies 
c//i’P+i A d 产 A . . . A d p = 0 (mod d 化 d ^ , . . . ， d ^ ) 
Fov 1 ^ P ^p, by (2.4) and (2.5), d严 is a linear combination of ...，dw^^ 
and dw^^..., dw^P. Therefore, 
p p 
八 dp A dj^ = c 八 A d^ 
0=1 p=i 
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for some constant c. Therefore, 
n 
0=1 
But / is a local diffeomorphism at 0, a contradiction. So the claim should be 
true. Apply lemma (2.2.1a) to (厂’州 , . . . : U — C " , by a linear change 
of coordinate of (ii；”)，(i, j ) > (l,p), we get 
f 
dfjf � = S j / 3 for p <j and p ^n 
< (2.6) 
d^广3 二 0 for p < < n and (k, I)》（2，1) 
v 
Note that (2.4)，(2.5) and (*) are not affected. 
Consider (*) again. Take l < a � m , p < i � n and {k, I) ^ (2,1) 
E 煤 =。4 
0=1 (3=1 P=l 
By (2.5),(2.6), we get 
d k i 产 = 0 for 1 < a < m , p < i ^ n a n d (/c, 0 ^ (2，1) (2.7) 
Take l < a < m , l ^ z ^ p and (k, I) ^ (2’ 1) 
E 结緊 =• 4 E 知 I 严 丽 = E 知 严 丽 
/3=1 ’ 0=1 13=1 
B y (2.4), 
d j ^ i 产 = 0 for 1 < a ^ m , 1 ^ 2 ^ p a n d (A;, 0 > ( 2 , 1 ) (2.8) 
We claim that, by some similar steps of linear change of coordinate we 
get 
秦 产 
dii 严 = 6ip for 1 ^ ^ n and 1 ^ / ^ p, 
dki严=0 for 1 ^ ^ < n and (k, I) > (i,p) 
For 1 ^ i < m, < (2.9) 
dfi 严=Sip 
d^严=0 for 1 ^ < n and (/c, I) ^ {i1,1) 
\ 
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We justify our claim by induction on i. The case i — 1 follows from (2.4)’(2.5) 
and (2.6). Assume the claim is also true for every i = 1,2,…，j. — 1. We want 
to show that by some linear change of coordinate (2.9) holds for i = j 
too. In this way, the cases i = 1,2，...，j — 1 are not affected and remain true. 
Prom the induction assumption, 
dp e du?^^ : (/c, I) ^ { j - 1 ’ n)} for 1 ^ a < j and 1 ^ < n (2.10) 
Note that any linear change of coordinate (u;”fc>i does not affect (2.7) and (2.8). 
By (2.8), 
BP^ e span{dw^ : 1 ^ 7 ^ n} for ^ p (2.11) 
This implies the p x {m — j l)n matrix 
has rank p, because otherwise, by (2.10), 
八 d 严 A d j ^ = 0 
(a’"K(J’P) 
which contradicts to / is a local diffeomorphism. Apply lemma (2.2.1a) to 
. ••，pP) ： C/ C^, by a linear change of coordinate we get 
djip3 = Sip for 1 < < n and 1 ^  ； ^ p 
< 
dkiP日=0 for 1 ^ /? ^ n and (k, I) > (j,p) 
V 
Together with (2.11), we have 
df^ e d^i : (/c, I) ^ {j,p)} for l^p^p (2.12) 
By (2.7), 
df谓 G : 1 ^ 7 ^ n} for p < ^ n (2.13) 
By (2.10),(2.12) and (2.13), the (n — p) x ((m — j + l)n — p) matrix 
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has rank n — p because otherwise 
八 d 严 / = Q 
1众幻 
Apply lemma 2.2.1a to (/•?>+!,.. •’ 7 ^ ) : U by a linear change of coor-
dinate of (wki), {k, I) > {j,p), we get 
( 
djiP^ = 6ip f o r p < / , / 3 ^ n 
< 
d^iP^ = 0 for 1 ^ /? ^ n and [k, I ) � { j + 1，1) 
� 
The claim has been proved. 
Our final step is to show Bf = 0. We consider two cases p = n and p < n. We 
will show the second case indeed cannot occur. 
For p 二 72，by (2,9), we have for any 1 ^ a < m,l ^ ^ n, 
dapf^ = 1 and dki 严=0 for (k, I) > (a, P) 
Hence, the mn x mn matrix 
ipij 严 
is non-singular. By lemma 2.2.1a, by a change of coordinate of ,we have 
dijfap = 6ia6jf3 
Although some equations, like (2.6), may no longer hold after this change of 
coordinate, (*) is still true. Hence, for any (z, j ) , (a,/?) with i + a� 
F ： 驟 = 0 
7=1 
n n 
E 二 E W � 
7=1 7=1 
= 0 
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For i = a, we take some 1 ^ k ^ m, k ^ a. Such k exists because m ^ 2. Then 
E 類 = 0 
7=1 
E ^ R ' ^ = E ^ R ^ 
7=1 7=1 
= > d ^ 严 = 0 
Hence, we conclude = 0 in the case p = n. 
Suppose 1 ^ p < n, Put I = jS = n into (2.9), we get 
^ r = 1 and d^r = Oforj<i 
Hence the m x mn matrix 
has rank m. Let A be the n x n unitary matrix 
^ 0 0 1 、 
0 In-2 0 
obtained by interchanging the first and the last row of the identity matrix. Apply 
transformation 
In this case, n � 2 . We can perform everything again and this second case is 
reduced to the first case. Hence we conclude df 二 0, which is impossible. • 
2.3 Adequate negativity of curvatures of classi-
cal domains of type IV 
The classical domain of type IV, for n ^ 3, is given by 
Di^ = + lEa - 2 Ea kaP > • and Ea l^ aP < 1} 
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with global potential function of the metric g given by 
Using the Taylor series expansion 
一 log(l —；2：) = 2 + t + t + . . . 
and ignoring terms with powers of greater than 4, we have 
2 1 , V 
( / > = 2 [ 丨 2 ^ 2 - + - + …. 
a a \ a / 
= Z a 石 — ^ 4 夺2 + 2 Z Za'^ZpZ^ +••. 
a a,p a,13 
At 0, g^^ = = 2Saf3 and dg^^ = 0. Therefore, 
O 
=4:{5ai3Sxf^ + 5叫5队—SaxSp^) 
Hence, for complex numbers < a, < n, we have 
=4 + 4 — 
a,A a,/3 
2 
=4 [ r � 
a q,/3 
2 
= 4 [ 严 + 2 [ 外 a 召 — 严 、 + 2 [ 产 { ^ 严 一 e卢) 
2 
=4 +2 - - i阳) 
a 
2 
= 4 卢一 (2.14) 
a o,/? 
Hence the curvature tensor R of D^, n ^ 3 is very strongly semi-negative. We 
will show that it is adequately negative. 
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Remark. Here we have assumed n ^ 3. In the case n = 2, if we define D^^ in the 
way above, the calculation in (2.14) is still valid and we get a bounded symmetric 
domain of very strongly semi-negative curvature. However, the metric does not 
give rise to an adequately negative curvature tensor. Indeed, the holomorphic 
mapping from (zi, 22) ^ Di^ to ("1, "2) G A x A defined by = 21 + and 
rj2 = zi — is an isometry. There exists a mapping from a domain in C^ to 
= A X A which is holomorphic in the first component and anti-holomorphic 
in the second component of A x A but satisfies the equation (2.2) in the definition 
of adequately negative curvature. An explicit counter-example to the adequate 
negativity of the curvature of D^^ is as follows: 
Let dif = d2p = I, dip = \/=T,线 / i = and other dip, dip vanish for 
i,j = 1，2. Then dp/\d下/\dp/\d~p = -Adw^ Ad^Adw'^ Ad^ # 0’ 错 二 缚 = 0 
and 错 = 0 = — Hence 错 satisfy the equation (**) in the 
proof of the next theorem but f is neither holomorphic or anti-holomorphic. 
Theorem 2.3.1. For n ^ 3, the classical domain has adequately negative 
curvature. 
Proof. Just like the D二’„ case, since the isometry group acts transitively on Dj^, 
we only need to prove the curvature tensor is adequately negative at 2: = 0. By 
(2.14)，the curvature tensor is very strongly semi-negative, and hence strongly 
semi-negative at 0. Therefore it suffices to verify the second condition in definition 
3. Let U be an open neighborhood of 0 in C" and (w^) be the standard coordinate. 
Let / : C/ D ! / be a local diffeomorphism at 0 with /(O) = 0. Denote 
by d i P and 广(0) by d j � a n d 
IF = DIRW-D-^RW 
Suppose at 0, for every 
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Then by equation (2.14), 
a a,P 
which implies that 
f 
< E “ f = 0 f o r a n y i ’ j (**) 
缚=错 f � r a n y i , j，a , " 
Note that (**) is invariant under any change of coordinate of or the compo-
sition of f followed by Z i—> Z. 
Let the 3 x n matrices 
(<9i/a)a=i’2’3,i=i”..’n has rank p 
(线/”a=i’2’3’i=i’…’n has rank q 
Since / is a local diffeomorphism at 0, 
3 
八 ( T A d T ^ 列 
Q;=l 
we have p-\-q�3. Hence, by taking conjugate if necessary, we may assume p > 2. 
We will show that actually p = 3 and q = 0. We split it into two cases, p = 2 
and p = 3, and show the first case is indeed impossible. 
For p = 2, without loss of generality, we assume d p , d p are linearly independent. 
Applying lemma 2.2.1a, under a linear change of coordinate {w'^ ), we have 
di 尸=Sia ioT 1 ^ i ^ n and a 二 1,2 
The system (**) is not affected under the change of coordinate. 
Note that dkf = 0 for /c ^ 3 because df G spanc{df\dp}. For i j = 1,2 
with i ^ j and A; ^  3, 
dkf = - ^iPW=4 = € = -决 f 硕 = 0 
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Look at the above equation again but replace j = 1,2 by j = 3, 
d-kf = - difW = 结 = e i = — dlf%F = 0 
Therefore, d p are linear combinations of dw\duP~ and 
are linear combinations of dw^^  dw .^ This contradicts to 
3 
Q=1 
Therefore, the case p = 2 is impossible. 
For p = 3，lemma 2.2.1a implies that by a linear change coordinate (i(/)，we may 
assume 
difa = Sia hi 1 ^ i ^ n, 1 ^ a ^ 3 
Again, (**) is not affected under the change of coordinate. Therefore, for 1 < 
^ 3 with i + j , 
dif = dif%7J - djfdj^ = 4 = 4 =钱户 ¥ 一 约户 ¥ = 一约户 
So 
d i f = -d~2f = d - , f = - d i f => di f i = d 2 f = d-sf = 0 
And for pairwisely distinct z, j , k with 1 � i � n a d 1 ^ j, k ^ 3, 
dif = - djfW = _ = _ = diPW - d-jPW = 0 
Hence, d f = B p = d p = 0. 
Similar argument shows that for any /c > 3, either df^ = d p = df^ 二 0 or 
df^ = d p = df^ = 0. Since / is a local diffeomorphism at 0，dp = df^ + 0. 
The first case is rejected. Hence, df = 0 at 0. • 
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2.4 Structure of complex semi-simple Lie alge-
bra and its relation with Hermitian sym-
metric spaces 
We digress from the discussion on the curvature of bounded symmetric domains 
for a moment and present some facts about the structure of complex semi-simple 
Lie algebras and their relations with Hermitian symmetric spaces. The details 
can be found in [12], [8] and [16 . 
Let g be a finite dimensional (real or complex) Lie algebra. A Lie subalgebra 
f) is called a Cartan subalgebra if I) is nilpotent and f) is its own normalizer. It 
is known that each Lie algebra has a Cartan subalgebra, and in the complex 
case it is unique up to conjugation in the sense that if f)i is another Cartan sub-
algebra of g, there exists an Lie algebra automorphism cr: g —> g mapping f) to 
The killing form Bq of g is the bilinear symmetric form on g defined by 
Bq{X, Y) = trace(adXoady). Q is said to be semi-simple if Bq is non-degenerate. 
A semi-simple Lie algebra is said to be simple if it has no proper ideal. Each semi-
simple Lie algebra g has a direct sum decomposition 
0 = 01 ©02 © • • • ©0it 
where each 仏 is a simple ideal of g and distinct gi are orthogonal to each other 
with respect to Bg. 
We will now discuss the structure theory for complex semi-simple Lie algebra. 
Let g be a complex semi-simple Lie algebra, we have an equivalent condition 
for Cartan subalgebra. f) is a Cartan subalgebra if and only if it is a maximal 
abelian complex Lie subalgebra of g and ad// : g — g is diagonalizable for 
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each element H e In this case, since t) is abelian, every pair of adi^i, adi/2, 
where Hi, H2 G f), commutes. It follows that every adH can be simultaneously 
diagonalized. For a functional a G fl*, we denote 
= EQ： [H.X] = a{H)X for all H e h} 
In particular, g® = f) since f) is a maximal abelian subalgebra. The Jacobi identity 
implies that g^] C 9 � + " . We say that a is a root if — {0}. Let A be the set 
of non-zero roots. The simultaneous diagonalizability property of {a.dH : / f G f)} 
implies the direct sum decomposition 
a€A 
It is known as the root space decomposition with respect to f). Indeed, every 
is complex one dimensional. Also, If a, G A and a + is a root, then for every 
non-zero Xa G g", Xp G g", we have [Xa, Xp] G is non-zero. Also, if a, (3 are 
roots such that a + 0 0, then g" and are orthogonal with respect to Bg. By 
the semi-simplicity of g, it has two immediate consequences. First, an functional 
Q； G is a root if and only if —a is. Second, {) and ©ogaS" are orthogonal to 
each other and so Bg is non-degenerate on (). Hence, for each root a, we can find 
a unique element ifq G f) such that 
B^iHa, H) = a{H) for all F G f) 
Let 
aeA 
Then it can be shown that 
f) = f)R + 
Also Bq is real and positive definite on (}r. In particular, a{H) is real for every 
a G A and H G [)r. Choose an ordered basis {Hi, H2�... Hk) of We define 
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a total order on the set of roots as follows: For distinct roots a and p, we say 
a > /3 if the first non-zero term in the series 
—唱,a 脚-P{H2\ a{H,) - p(H,) 
is positive. A root a is said to be a positive if a � 0 ， a n d negative if a < 0. 
A positive root is said to be simple if it cannot be written as a sum of two 
positive roots. Suppose a!, 0:2，.. • ’ 07 are all the simple roots. Then we have 
{Hai ： 1 ^ i ^ / } is a basis of f)® over R, a basis of [) over C. Moreover, every 
positive root a has the form 
a = riiai + 712^ 2 4 - . . . + n/a/, where each n^  is a non-negative integer 
For roots a, we write (a,/?) = Bg(Ha, Hp). If a G A, there exist integers 
p ( Q � q such that + na is a root if and only ii p ^ n ^ q. Furthermore, 
If we let Aafi = —2(5{Hc)/oi{Ha), then by the formula above, A^p G Z. Clearly, 
Aafi = 0 if and only if A^^ = 0. By Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we have 0 ^ 
rtap := AcpAfja ^ 4. riap = 4 precisely when equality occurs, i.e. a is a multiple of 
(5. If we assume a, (5 to be distinct simple roots, then 0 ^ := AafsA/^a ^ 3. By 
the property of simple roots, we also have Aa/s > 0. Therefore, the only possible 
choices for (A^"’ Apa) are (0,0), (1’ 1), (1, 2)，（1,3) and their transposition. If we 
draw a dot to represent each simple root and connect the dots of two distinct 
simple roots a and (3 by riap lines, then we can represent the root structure by a 
so-called Dynkin diagram. A Dynkin diagram is said to be connected if for every 
pair of dots a and (3 there are a series of dots a = ao，a!,..., a” 二 (5 such that 
each pair aj+i is connected by one or more lines. A connected Dynkin diagram 
actually means g is simple. More generally, for the direct sum decomposition 
0 = gi ® 02 © • •. ©0n 
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of a complex semi-simple Lie algebra g into its simple ideals, each connected com-
ponent of its Dynkin diagram corresponds to one of the simple ideal g^ . Making 
use of the positive definiteness of Bg on fj^ = ^ ^ R H a , where a run through all 
simple roots, we can conclude that the followings are all the possible connected 
Dynkin diagrams. 
a；} o o o o o o • •“ 
b;j o > o o o ) o o o o > o • • • 
C77 o 0 ( 0 o o o ( o o o o 0 < o • • • 
Dn o o o ocC^ ^^ ^ o o o • • • 
o o 
ee o o o o o o o o o 0 o 
o 
�8 o o o o o o o 
f4 O 0 0 o 
02 
Figure 2.1: the complete list of Dynkin diagrams 
Here an arrow is drawn in each bn and c„ for n ^ 3 to indicate the length of the 
two roots connected by a double line. It points towards the longer root. No such 
arrow is needed in the cases 62, U and 02 as those diagrams are symmetric with 
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respect to their multiple lines. The integer subscript indicates the number of dots 
in each diagram. The first four series a„(n > 1), bn(n ^ 2), c „ ( n � 3 ) , ^ 4) 
correspond to the classical Lie algebra sl(n + l,C),5o(2ri + l,C),sp(n, C) and 
5o(2n, C) respectively. Together with the five exceptional cases Ce, ey, eg, U and 
02，these give us a complete classification of complex simple Lie algebra since we 
can reconstruct a unique complex simple Lie algebra from these Dynkin diagram 
up to isomorphism. 
The structure theory of complex simple Lie algebra is important for the study 
of bounded symmetric domains. Let M be an irreducible bounded symmetric 
domain equipped with the Bergman metric. Let Gq be the identity component of 
its isometry group and K be the isotropy subgroup fixing a point P E M. Then 
Gq is a non-compact centerless simple Lie group and X is a maximal connected 
compact Lie subgroup with center Z{K) isomorphic to S^ Let g � ’ 史，and 
be the Lie algebra of Gq,K and their complexifications respectively. Let g � = 
v^^p, known as the Cart an decomposition, be the orthogonal decomposition 
of 00 with respect to the killing form B of g"^ . Then both g � a n d g = fi + p are real 
forms of gC, i.e. they are real Lie algebra whose complexifications are isomorphic 
to gC. Note that g is compact. The natural isomorphism between Gq/K and M 
gives an identification of TpMo with Moreover, there exists an element 
j e Z{K) of order 4 such that the complex structure J on T^Mq = V^P is 
given by Ad{j) : v ^ P — V^P-
Let G^ be the complex centerless Lie group with Lie algebra g*^ . Then Go 
may be regarded as a real Lie subgroup of G'^ and G = exp(g) is a connected 
compact real Lie subgroup with Lie algebra g. Let I) be a Cartan subalgebra 
of t. In this case it is also a Cartan subalgebra of g � . Denote by f)*^  and p'^  
the complexification of f) and p respectively in gC. Let A be the set of non-
zero roots of gC with respect to f)*^ . Then for every a G A, its root vectors are 
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either contained in i�or We call a a compact root in the first case and a 
non-compact root in the second case. Note that for each non-compact root, its 
root vectors must either lie in the \/^-eigenspace or the (—\/^)-eigenspace of 
Ad{j). We can give A a lexicographic ordering and choose a set of simple roots 
{ a i , . . . , ap} in such a way that the center of i � l i e s in the zero set of all but one 
simple root ai and moreover, those non-compact roots with root vectors lying 
in V^-eigenspace are positive, and those with root vectors lying in ( - y ^ ^ ) -
eigenspace are negative. In this way, a positive root a = riiai + . . . + Upap is 
non-compact if and only if rii is positive. 
Let 屯 be the set of positive non-compact roots and for each a G choose a 
root vector e^ G and let e_Q, be its complex conjugate with respect to the real 
form go. Then e-a is a root vector of the non-compact negative root —a. Let 
p+ = 0 C e a 
ae屯 
p_ = � Ce_a 
Then we have the direct sum decomposition = p+ © p_. 
The difFeomorphism between the homogeneous space Gq/K and M gives an 
identification of TPM with Y/^P. Upon complexification, we can further identify 
T f M with pC. The spaces T^ /M and 
M correspond to and p_ respectively. 
Up to re-scaling, the killing form B of gives the metric g on M. At P, it is 
given by 
办 a ,胡= B ( e a , e一。 
and the curvature tensor is given by 
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where [.，.] is the Lie bracket of g*^ . Hence, 
= B ([[ea, e一/?]，e^ ], e.^) 
= - B ([e^, [ea，e_"]],e— 
=B([ea，e-/3]，[e^.e-s]) 
These formulas build up a linkage between the structure of Lie algebras and the 
geometry of bounded symmetric domains. 
2.5 Adequate negativity of curvatures of classi-
cal domains of type II and III 
Let us return to the discussion on the curvature of bounded symmetric domains. 
We begin with two new notions on curvature and show that they together imply 
adequate negativity of curvature for complex manifolds. 
Definition 4. A m-dimensional complex manifold M is said to have almost 
adequately negative curvature at P G M if 
1. M has strongly semi-negative curvature at P. 
2. If / : C/ —» M is a smooth map from an open neighborhood U of 0 in C饥 to 
M with /(O) = P, rankle?/ = 2m at 0, and if at P, 
E 尺 關 错 臂 = 0 f o r i “ J � m 
a,/3，7，(5 
where 
then either Tankedf < m or rankc^/ < m at 0. 
Definition 5. A m-dimensional complex manifold M is said to have non-degenerate 
holomorphic bisectional curvature oX P ^ M if the following property holds. 
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Suppose p, q are positive integers and 仏 ,…， � } , { ” i , … ， C Tp^M are two 
C-linearly independent sets of tangent vectors such that 
尺(&，&,"j，屯）=0 for all 1 ^ 2 < p, 1 < j < ^ 
Then p + q < m. 
Theorem 2.5.1. Suppose the curvature tensor of a complex manifold M is almost 
adequately negative and non-degenerate at P E M. Then the curvature tensor 
is adequately negative at P. 
Proof. M has strongly semi-negative curvature at P by the definition of almost 
adequately negative curvature. Therefore, it suffices to check the second condition 
of definition 3. Suppose / : U M is a smooth map from an open neighborhood 
U oiO ill to M with /(O) = P, rankle?/ = 2m at 0 and at P, 
Y^ Ra“曾Wj = 0 for 1 ^ < m 
a,;0，7，(5 
where 
绪={dirmwW) - (djnwWfW) 
We want to show either df = 0 or df = 0 at 0. By the almost adequately 
negativity of curvature, we know either one of them does not have maximal rank. 
Without loss of generality, we assume rankc^/ = p < m. We assume p ^ I and 
want to derive a contradiction. By lemma 2.2.1b, up to a change of coordinate, 
we have at 0, 
difa = Sai for 1 < a < p and 1 � i � m 
< 
dif^ = 0 for p + 1 ^ a ^ m and 1 < 2 < m 
\ 
Denote 这/"(O) by d i p and by d iT . For any integers with 
and 1 < a, ^ m, 
结={dinW^)-額 WP)=- w 约广） 
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Hence 丑 a 細 培 臂 = • implies 






Since。…乂p axe C-linearly independent, by the non-degeneracy of holomorphic 
bisectional curvature, . . . are C-linearly dependent. Let Op+i,..., a„x G C, 
not all zero, such that 
ap+lVp+l + ... + arnVm = 0 
Suppose dk is non-zero. By the following holomorphic change of coordinate on 
U, ( 
W^  = W\ 1 ^ 2 < p 
w^ = w^ + p + 1 � j � m with j # k 
w^ = a^w'^ 
\ 
Then we have for every 1 ^ a ^ m 
dr ^ drdw^ + m 、 , 一 � n 兩 = ‘ 硫 = W � = 0 
j=p+l j-p+l 
dwf^ dwo dw^ ] ‘ j=p+i j=p+i 
This contradicts to rankjRC?/ = 2m. Hence p = 0 and 二 0 at 0. • 
Next, we will verify that classical domains of type II and III have almost ad-
equately negative curvatures. Again, it suffices to check it at the origin only. 
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Let Z = (Za0) ^ 伙’n. (^a/?) is a global coordinate of D^^. The classical 
domain of type II，D?, for n ^ 3, is the complex n{n — 1)/2-dimensional geodesic 
submanifold of D^ .^  consisting of skew-symmetric matrices. A coordinate chart 
of it is giveii by 
( 
Za^ for a � “ 
= < 0 ioi a = (5 
—zpa for a > 
\ 
Denote the curvature tensor of D二^  at 0 with respect to the coordinate chart 
(za0) by Ra-y^M^W and the curvature tensor of „ at 0 with respect to the 
coordinate chart (za/?) by Since D^^  is a geodesic submanifold of 
D二’„’ R is simply the restriction of R on T^D^/ C T^D!^^^, At 0, 
d _ _d ^ 
dZajS dZa(3 购 a 
Hence, we have 
R _ ^ ^ H L i — J ^ � 
- dlip dzxa 游 a , & 
=丑 07’;^ ’A(TjrP — ^^aJ^M.W + ... 
where the last row consists of 16 terms, each of them is obtained from Ra j^^ ^xajrf 
by transposing the Greek letters within some of the index pairs (a, 7),(/3, p),(A, a) 
and (/i, r) , and for each transposition, the term is multiplied by —1 once. 
We want to show that the curvature tensor is very semi-strongly negative. Let 
『、补 G C f o r l ^ a < 7 ^ n and 1 ^ /? < p ^ n. For notational convenience, 
we define € ) " ， 冻 = = — � a ) , 冻 ’ = and 广,P = 两 = 0 for 
every 1 ^ a < n. H e n c e , i s defined for any 1 < a’/3,7, p ^ n and is 
skew-symmetric with respect to the Greek letters within each index pair. Then, 
by the above discussion and previous calculation (2.3) of the curvature of D ; 
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we have 
V ^ R -TT-� — V ^ R — CO-I^cixtM 
a<7,/3<p,A<CT,/i<T a,'y,l3,p,X,a,n,T 
2 2 
7’P a a,13 7 
2 
= 2 E E f ’项 (2.15) 
7’P a 
Hence the curvature tensor is very strongly semi-negative at the origin. Now we 
prove 
Theorem 2.5.2. For n > 3, the classical domain D^i has almost adequately 
negative curvature. 
Proof. We have already shown that its curvature tensor is very strongly semi-
negative, and hence strongly semi-negative at the origin. It remains to show 
the second condition of definition 4. Let U be an open neighborhood U of 0 in 
£n{n-\)/2 with coordinate (itJ”)i�<j幼.Suppose f : U — Dj/ is a smooth map 
with /(O) = 0’ rankiRd/ = n(n - 1). Denote d ”严 ( f i ) by di j严 and %广卢(0) by 
% 严 , a n d 
離 = -
Suppose for every i < j and k < I 
E d — rai^ p^^T^o- _ Q 
Q<'y,f3<p,X<cr,fx<T 
We want to show either rankc^/ < n[n — l ) /2 or rankc^/ < n(n — l ) /2 at 0. 
Without loss of generality, we assume rankc^/ = n(n — l) /2. By lemma 2.2.1a, 
up to a linear change of coordinate, 
dij 严=SaiSgj 
Again, for notational convenience, we write d i j产= — d i j严 ,d ^ j产= — d ^ - f ^ ^ 
and dijfaa = = 0. If we define 锡 b y the same formula above for any 
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a, /?，7, S with i < j and k < I, then €告智办 is skew-symmetric with respect to the 
Greek letters within each upper index pair. Hence, we can apply (2.16) to get 
E 體 = 0 
a 
i.e. 
E = E 
a a 
Now, for any 1 ^ /c < 7 < n, put i = l,j = 2,1 = p = n, then we have 
二 — s M = Y. =E = o 
a a a 
Hence, Bf does not have maximal rank and the curvature tensor is almost ade-
quately negative at the origin. Since the isometry group of D ? acts transitively 
on Dj / , we conclude that D^/ has almost adequately negative curvature. • 
Next, we discuss classical domains of type III. Again consider the global co-
ordinate {zap) of D二 n. The classical domain of type III, for n ^ 2, is 
the complex n(n + l)/2-dimensional geodesic submanifold of „ consisting of 
symmetric matrices. A coordinate chart ( o f it is given by 
Zap for a < P 
^a/3 = \ Zap for a = P 
Zf3a iOT a > (3 
\ 
Denote the curvature tensor of Dj / ! at 0 with respect to the coordinate chart (Za/s) 
by F t � ’ WpM,W and the curvature tensor of „ at 0 with respect to the coordinate 
chart (Za/3) by Ra-y^B'pM.W Since D^i is a geodesic submanifold of R is 
simply the restriction of R on T^D^J^ C T^D^^^, For distinct 1 < a , 7 � r i , 
d _ 丄 and _ + 
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Hence, we have 
" - — 台 ( 丄 丄 丄 丄 、 
I ， 風 从 丽 — 叫 W Z � 
一 d _d d d ^ 
們 ， 風 从 硕 = ( & + W / 
=丑07’風从丽+ R供那Mjm 
In general, f^ a-y.JpMJir is equal to the sum of all terms obtained from 
by transposing the letters within some of those index pairs which have distinct 
Greek letters. In particular, in the case a + 7,/? + p,X — a and /x — t, 
has 4 terms, has 8 terms and has 16 terms. 
We want to show that the curvature tensor R is very semi-strongly negative. Let 
�07’苏 G C for 1 ^  a ^  7 ^  n and 1 < ^ p ^ n. For notational 
convenience, 
we define C " ’ 苏 = = � a ’ T f > and f … 汤 = H e n c e , i s defined for 
any 1 ^ ce, 7, p ^ n and is symmetric with respect to the Greek letters within 
each index pair. Then, by the above discussion and previous calculation (2.3) of 
the curvature of D义’we have 
7’P a oc,p 7 
2 
E 广両 (2.16) 
7’P o 
Hence the curvature tensor is very strongly semi-negative at the origin. Next we 
prove 
Theorem 2.5.3. For n ^  2, the classical domain D � h a s almost adequately 
negative curvature. 
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Proof. We have already shown that its curvature tensor is very strongly semi-
negative, and hence strongly semi-negative at the origin. It remains to show 
the second condition of definition 4. Let U be an open neighborhood U of 0 in 
£n{n+i)/2 with coordinate Suppose f : U — Dj/i is a smooth map 
with f (0 ) = 0，rankudf = n(n-hl) . Denote di j严 ( f i ) by di j严 and <%尸"(0) by 
%严,and 
德 = -
Suppose for every i � j and k ^ I 
E n — = Q 
i(x�PpMW�T]’kl�J],kl 
We want to show either rankc^/ < n{n + l ) /2 or rankc<9/ < n{n + l ) /2 at 0. 
Without loss of generality, we assume rankc^/ = n(n + l) /2. By lemma 2.2.1a, 
up to a linear change of coordinate, 
〜 严 = 
Again, for notational convenience, we write d i j 产 = d i j 严 and d ^ 产 = 卢 . 
If we define 洪•ff by the same formula above for any a, j3,7,5 with i ^ j and 
k ^ I, then is symmetric with respect to the Greek letters within each 
upper index pair. Hence, we can apply (2.15) to get 




Now, for any 1 ^ /c ^ 7 ^ n, put i 二 = 1,1 = p 二 n, then we have 
dn 产 = E 彻 广 ‘ = E & 尸 ^ ^ = E = 0 
a a a 
Hence, Bf does not have maximal rank and the curvature tensor is almost ade-
quately negative at the origin. Since the isometry group of D^i acts transitively 
on Dj / i , we conclude that Dj / ! has almost adequately negative curvature. • 
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In order to complete the proof for the adequate negativity of curvature of 
classical domains of type II and type III, our remaining task is to show they have 
non-degenerate holomorphic bisectional curvatures. More generally, let M be an 
irreducible bounded symmetric domain with associated Lie algebra g � . Using the 
notations of the last section and identifying with Tp'°M and p_ with Tp'^M, 
we have, up to a re-scaling, 
For any complex numbers A", C", we have 
二 [ B ([e«, e_"] ’ [e^, e一5]) ( A 極 - C ^ W ^ A ^ W - C^W) 
二B - [C,:D1, [B,A] - [D,C]) 
=-B ([A,^ - [C,:D],[A,:B] - [C,:D]) 
where A = ^^ A'^Cq, A denotes the conjugate of A with respect to g � a n d 
similar for others. Note that C Hence [A,B] - [C,D] G Let 
it be ki + where ki, k2 G t. Since our conjugation is with respect to 
g � 二 e + [A,B] — [C,D] = ki- and so 
a’/3 7，(5 
=-B ( [ A , 罚 -
=-B (/ci + h - V^k2) 
(2.17) 
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The last inequality follows from that B is negative-definite on t Moreover, equal-
ity holds if and only if /ci = /c2 = 0, i.e. [A, B] — [C, D] = 0. Hence, we have 
Theorem 2.5.4. Every irreducible bounded symmetric domain has strongly 
semi-negative curvature. 
Next, we look at the holomorphic bisectional curvatures. Let € = 




Hence, by the negative-definiteness of B on 6, the non-degeneracy of holomorphic 
bisectional curvature of M at P is equivalent to the following condition on the Lie 
algebra g^: Suppose V, W are two complex vector siibspaces of p+ with dimension 
p,q ^ 1 respectively. If 
v^ wJ] = 0 for all V e V,w £ W 
Then p + q < m. 
We make use of it to prove the following. 
Theorem 2.5.5. Every irreducible bounded symmetric domain has non-degenerate 
holomorphic bisectional curvature. 
Proof. We prove it by contradiction. Suppose p, q are positive integers, V,W C 
are complex vector subspaces, of dimension p and q respectively, such that 
V, TZJ] = 0 for a W v e V . w e W 
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Then, using the lexicographic ordering on 少，we get an ordered basis 少 
of and by the process of transforming a matrix into its row echelon form, we 
can find bases ...，Vp} of V, { i^i , . . . , Wq} of W such that, written as a linear 
combination of the basis {e^ Jae^ iM 
Vi = e/j. + y ^ CiaCa for all 1 ^ z ^ p 
a>0i 
Wj = e^. + ^ ^ djs^s for all 1 ^ j ^ q 
with (h < fh < … < Pp and 71 > 72 > . . . > jg. For convenience, write 
€0. 二 d j � = 1. Consider 
0 = [vi.Wj] = [e/j., + ^ Ciocdjs[ea,e-5 
<K7j 
We claim that for each z, j, neither pi = 7). nor 伪一7j G A, and thus [e汰’ e — ) � = 0 . 
Denote the root subspace of each a G A by g". First note that a — 6 > /Si -
for all a ^ /3i and 5 ^ with (a, (5) — (A，7j). If A = 7j’ then [e/3., is a 
non-zero element of l}^ but every other term Ciadjsi^ a^ ^-s] on the right hand side, 
if non-zero, is contained in where a — 5 G A is positive. If ft — 7). G A, then 
e^., G g 氏 i s non-zero but any other Ciadjs[ea, if non-zero, is either 
contained in ^^ or where In both cases, the root space 
decomposition 
aeA 
shows that a contradiction arises. Our claim is justified. 
Now, we let 
p 
= � Ce^ . 
i=l q 
c+ 二 � C � 
j=i 
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Since pi + j j for each i j , we have = (?+ © c+. Let b_ = b+ and c— = c^. The 
conjugations are with respect to g � . Then = b_©c_. Let QI,Q2 be the complex 
Lie subalgebra of generated by b = b+ ® b_ and c = c+ ® c_ respectively. By 
our claim and the fact that are abelian, we have [b, c] = 0. By repeated 
uses of the Jacobi identity, it follows [01,02] = 0. 
However, from [b, c] = 0, we also have 
[b, b] + [c, c] = [b + c, b + c] = = f 
Consequently, gi + 02 ^ [b, b] + [c, c] + b + c = + p*^  = gC Hence, Qi and 02 
are non-zero ideals. Since Q^ is simple, it implies that 0i = 02 = However, 
then [gi’02] = 0 implies that g^ is abelian, a contradiction occurs. Therefore, 
every irreducible bounded symmetric domain has non-degenerate holomorphic 
bisectional curvature. • 
Theorem 2.5.6. For m > 3，n�2， the classical domains 工 D工"have ade-
quately negative curvature. 
Proof. It follows from theorem 2.5.5,theorem 2.5.2，theorem 2.5.3 and theorem 
2.5.1. • 
2.6 Adequate negativity of curvatures of the two 
exceptional bounded symmetric domains 
In this section we will show that the two exceptional bounded symmetric domains 
have adequately negative curvature. In view of theorem 2.5.1 and theorem 2.5.5, 
it suffices to show that the two domains have almost adequately negative curva-
ture. Instead of performing computations on their explicit models, we will show 
that their associated Lie algebras g�satisfy certain stronger condition which leads 
to the desired conclusion. 
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Based on the notations of last section, we have the following result. 
Lemma 2.6.1. Suppose M is an irreducible bounded symmetric domain and 0 � 
is the associated Lie algebra of its isometry group. If there exists p G ^ such that 
for any fi G 屯,there exists cr G ^ such that — a ^ A but p — a + p 雀屯，then 
M has almost adequately negative curvature. 
Proof. Let m be the complex dimension of M. By theorem 2.5.4, M has strongly 
semi-negative curvature. We now check the second condition of definition 4. Let 
P € M, K the isotropy group fixing P and choose local holomorphic coordinate 
such that 基=e^ at P. Suppose / : U —>• M is a smooth map from an 
open neighborhood U of 0 in C"^ to M with /(O) = P e M, ranked/ = 2m at 0, 
and if at P, 
E 丑 臂 = O f o r l … 
where 
绪 = { d i n m d j p m 一 (约广 ) (o) (aj" ) (o) 
We want to prove either rankc^/ < m or rankc(9/ < m at 0. Without loss of 
generality, we assume Tankedf = m and show rankc^/ < m. Denote by 
difa and 钱尸(0) by di尸.By lemma 2.2.1a, by a linear change of coordinate, we 
can choose holomorphic coordinate of U such that daf^ = Ja/3. 
Consider the p G ^ stated in the lemma. Our aim is to show dpf^ = 0 for all 
/i € For a fixed, arbitrary /i G 屯，there exists a G ^ such that a = ii - a £ A 
but a + P 孝少 .P u t A = E a 各 广 = Eadpr^a.C = Ec^办尸6�and 
D = E a ^cTea into (2.17), then 
0 ‘ -B — [C, :D], [A, :B]-[C,D]) = ^ Ra“爾=0 
Equality holds and so [A, B] — [C, D] = 0. i.e. 
Y^d^f = (2.18) 
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Compare the two sides of (2.18) in the direct sum decomposition 
0eA 
The component of g" on the right hand side of (2.18) is dpf^ [e ,^ For the 
left hand side, each non-zero d^f^ [ep, e_p] is either contained in f)*^  or some 
6 A. If daf^ [e卢，e_p] is non-zero and is contained in then /3 — p = a. 
But it is impossible by our choice of a. Therefore, the component of is zero 
in (2.18). Since /a — a E A, [e^, e_o-] / 0 and we conclude dpf^ = 0. As fj, is 
arbitrary in 屯，rankc召/ ^ m — 1. The lemma is proven. 
• 
Proposition 2.6.2. Let M be one of the two exceptional bounded symmetric 
domains. Then its associated Lie algebra g�possesses the property stated in 
lemma 2.6.1. 
Proof. We verify it case by case. For M being the exceptional bounded symmet-
ric domain D^ of complex dimension 16, g � = e6(_i4) and t = 5o(10,R)©R. Here 
e6(-i4), written as C6(-i4) = in the Cartan decomposition, denotes a real 
form of the simple complex Lie algebra Ce with character S := diniR p — dimu T 二 
—14. In the exceptional Lie algebra cases, the character determines a real form 
up to an isomorphism. Hence, g*^  = Ce- We can choose an ordering on A and 
simple roots {0；山狄6 corresponding to the Dynkin diagram 
tt(3 
O 
O O 6 O O 
fvi (vo a 3 Q4 � 5 
Figure 2.2: Dynkin Diagram of ee 
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such that a non-zero root a = riiai + .. • + nefte is compact if and only if rii = 0. 
If we let Pi e ( ( ) � * for 1 ^ 2 ^  6 such that aj = jSj — for 1 ^ j ^ 5 and 
ae = A + ft + "6，then the positive roots are precisely - ^ i < j ^ 6), 
and ft，and so the set of positive non-compact 
roots 少 consists of the 16 elements Pi-Pj{l < j�6),风+ +仇(1 <j<k^6) 
and E L I A-
In this case, we choose p = XlLi ft- If = ft —A(1 < i ^  6), we take cr = 
where K j ^ 6J ^  i. If/ / = < i < j ^ 6), we take a = 风 
where 1 < k ^ 6,k ^ i,j. If " = ft, we take cr = + 决 + ft. 
For the second case M being the exceptional bounded symmetric domain D^^ 
of complex dimension 27, g � = e7(_25) and t = C6(-78) ® K. Again, the number 
in each bracket denotes the character of a real form. Hence, q^ = tj. We can 




o o o o o o 
00 03 «4 0:6 
Figure 2.3: Dynkin Diagram of ey 
such that a non-zero root a = riiai + . . . + nyo；? is compact if and only if rii 二 0. 
If we let ft G ( ( ) � * for 1 ^ z ^ 7 such that aj = - ft+i for 1 ^ j ^ 6 and 
= + /06 + then the positive roots are precisely — /3j(l ^ i < j ^ 7), 
A + Pj + ^ i < i < /c ^ 7) and d - ( i ‘7�where d = ft- and 
Therefore, the set of positive non-compact roots 少 consists of the 27 elements 
伪 - < j � 7 ) , ft + Pj + Ml <j<k ^7) and d - ^ i ‘ 7)). 
In this case, we choose p = d — ^i. If " = ft — < z ^  6), we take a = (3i —々 )， 
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where 1 < j ^ 7 , j ^ i. If " = < i < j ^ 7), we take a = (h+Pj+fh, 
where 1 < k ^ 7, k i, j. U /.i = d - pi{2 we take a = Pi - (5i. • 
Remark. It can be shown that the associated Lie algebras g � o f the classical 
domains D 二’ „ (m + n ^ 4), = 3 o rn ^ > 4) also satisfy the 
property stated in lemma 2.6.1. Hence, by theorem 2.5.1, theorem 2.5.5 and 
lemma 2.6.1, we obtain a simpler proof for the adequate negativity of the curva-
ture tensors of these classical domains. 
Finally, we summarize the results in these few sections. 
Theorem 2.6.3. Every irreducible bounded symmetric domain other than the 
unit disc has adequately negative curvature. 
Chapter 3 
Complex-analyticity of Harmonic 
Maps between Compact Kahler 
Manifolds 
3.1 Existence of harmonic maps 
Let {N, /i), (M,g) be Rieinannian manifolds and f : N — M be a smooth map. 
The energy density e{f) : A^  —> R is defined by 
e{f){x) = ^tvaceds2^f*{dslj){x) 
and the energy E{f) of the map is defined to be 
[ e { f ) 
JN 
f is said to be harmonic if / is a critical point of the energy functional E. In 
terms of local coordinates {y^) of N and of M, f is harmonic if and only if 
it satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equation 
i,j’a�l3 
50 
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for every a, where Ajv is the Laplace-Beltrami operator of N and ^F^^ is the 
Christoffel symbol of M. 
Concerning the existence and uniqueness of harmonic maps, we have the following 
two important theorems. 
Theorem 3.1.1. (Eells-Sampson [6]) Let N and M be compact Riemannian 
manifolds and M has non-positive sectional curvature. Then every continuous 
map from TV to M is homotopic to a harmonic map. 
Theorem 3.1.2. (Hartman [7]) Let N and M be compact Riemannian manifolds 
and M has negative sectional curvature. Then any harmonic map / : iV — M 
with rankd/ ^ 2 at some point of N is unique in its homotopy class. 
3.2 A Bochner type identity 
Let (M, g) be a Kahler manifold and TV be a complex manifold. The complex 
structures on them give the decomposition 
T^N := T说N (g) C = T � 0 N e T '^^ iV 
T^M := T^M 0 C = TI'OM eT^'^M 
Suppose f : N M is a smooth map. Complexifying df : T^N -> T^M, 
we obtain df <g) C : T^N T^M. Denote by n(i，o) the projection of T^M 
onto the T^'^M component with respect to the above decomposition. Then the 
composition 
TV A T^iV dl^ T^'M T1’0M 
is equivalent to a bundle map 
TO'IAT — f*T�OM 
Denote this map by df, then df is a smooth section of the bundle 
{T^^^NY (g) 
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i.e. df is a /*T^'°-valued (0,1) form on N. Explicitly, in terms of local coordinates 
(w') of N and ( 2 ” of M, 
J 乙 dwi J dz^ 
Similarly, we define df.df and df. Note that df = df and df = df. 
Let / : iV M be a smooth map between complex manifolds. Suppose M has 
a Kahler metric g and curvature tensor R. By the pull-back f* : T^M — 
both g and R can be regarded as tensors on bundles of N. 
In the next proposition, we use (.,.} to denote contraction of tensors. Let 
E, F be bundle of type (r, s) and (s, r) on N respectively. Then the contraction 
{a, T) of sections a of E and r of F (g) T*N is a p-form on N. For instance, if 
a = g = I g a 自 dz^dz^ 
a," 
T = df dirdjpd^^ A dwj <s) /* 巧(8) r ^ 
ij oc,(3 
then 
(CT, T � = Y J L 秘 线 广 终 声 A dwj 
i’j a,13 
Proposition 3.2.1. 
dd�g, df A df) = {R, df A df AdfA df) 一� g , Ddf A Wf) 
In local coordinates, it is 
^c^^s^f"Aay^Aara-ga^DorADDP 
a,(3 <yJ3rt’5 a’/3 
where 
Ddf = ddf^Yl M 聊口 A Br ® r 嘉 
a’/3,7 
Ddf = ^ 研 添 
0,1 
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Proof. Let Q e N and P = /((^) G M. Choose holomorphic coordinate (z") at 
P such that ga认P) = = 0 
In local coordinate, at Q, note that g^^ = g^p o df, so 
dd{g, df 八 a/�= [ 八 d~p� 
a’/3 
= E 八召广八召—9ap A Br八 
= E g^-^ddr a _ 
=dsd^9apdf A Bp A Br A dj^ 
a’"’7’<5 
+ 下 A Bp A Br A 
+ dsd明a-pdf /\8尸 /\d~p 
dsd^g^^dj^ Adp Adr Adp 
一 Y^gcrpdBP /\Bd~p 
a’/3 
Note that since is a Kahler metric, d^ g^ ^^  = dag命 Also, by the skew-symmetry 
of the wedge product, 
dsd^9a0Of 八 5厂八 a广 Ad7^= -dsd^g^^df 八 5尸八 5厂八 
Hence, summing up, the first term after the last equal sign is zero. Similarly, the 
skew-symmetries of a, 7 in the second term and 5 in the fourth term mean they 
are zero. Also, by our choice of coordinate, every ^F^^ vanishes at P. Hence 
DBr = ddr and m'p = ddp 
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Our choice of coordinate also implies dsd^g^^ = Rs^ap- Therefore 
dd{g, Bf 八 a / � = Rs^a-pdf A 妒八 a /a A a：^ 
a / 八 a / A a / A Bf) - (g, Ddf A Ddf) 
Since all these terms are independent of coordinates, the proof is completed. • 
Proposition 3.2.2. Let > 2 be compact Kahler manifolds, f .• N — 
M be a harmonic map. Suppose (w^) and (2") is an arbitrary local coordinate 
on N and M respectively. Let 
结 二 - ( ^ r ) W 
If R is strongly semi-negative, then for 1 ^ 2, j ^ n, 
X I Rc^自1竭3苟=0 
Proof. Let g = 2Re be the metric of M’h = 2Re hijdw^dw^ 
be the metric of N and lj = hfjdw'^ Adw^ be the Kahler form of N. We 
first prove 
〈仏 Ddf 八 Ddf) A a;"—2 二 x^" for some non-positive function x on N 
Fix Q e N,P = f(Q) e M and assume g^^ = 5ap at Q. 
Let u � 二 Re/a and v"" = Im/" . At Q, we have 
{9, Ddf A Ddf) A 二 ^ A Bdf-) A 
OcS 
= Y^ddfa Nddfa 
a 
= Y ^ d d i u � + A - A a/卜2 
a 
= 八 a 加"+ dd^/"八 3d … � a c j" -^ 
a 
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Note that (谷二 )^ is a self-adjoint matrix, so there exists an unitary matrix A, 
a real diagonal matrix D such that 
( \ + _ 
——==A'DA J 
If D has diagonal values A", A " , . . . , A", then 
Therefore, we have 
ddvP" = ^^ akiXk^dw^ 八 dw� 
=XI CLkidw') A akjdw3} 
k i j 
= K — k 八 d } 
k 
where {w^) is a local coordinate around Q obtained from a linear transformation of 
[w^) with dw^ = Yli o-kidw\ Since A is unitary, Jm = S^i and lj = yf^Ylik "还知八 
dw^. 
Hence, 
ddu�八 ddu�八 o/卜2 
X'iXfdw^ 八 八—I A ^iW 八(^ (n — 广-2 ^ / \ dw^ A d^ 
k,l \ / 
= 2 ( n - 2 ) ! ( \ / ^ r N 極 N 八 dw)^  A 
k 
\Q： \a 
念 n ( n - l ) 
Similarly, for each let " f ’ /if，…’ be the complex Hessian of (g二二) • Then 
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we have at Q, 
(g,DdfADdf}Acj^-' 
= W 入 〜 . � � , . n 
E ffc^?)^ - E + … 
\ ' OL \ p J \ p / p 
— _ 
However, / is a harmonic map. Therefore ^ ^ X^ = J2plJ'p= 0. Hence, we obtain 
〈仏 Ddf 八 Ddf)八 2 = for some non-positive function x 
Next we compute another term in the Bochner type identity. Again, at Q, 
{R,df A df A df Ad f) A 
- - - — ( —\ 
= Y . 丑 a 卢 7 0 广 A dp 八 dr 八 a 产 八 （ n — 2 ) ! ( v ^ 广 2 /\dw'A d^ 
a,/3,7，J \ i<j / 
— ( \ 
=(n — 2)!(v^广-2 ^apjsdr 八 dp 八 a厂八 5产八；^八 dw'八 d^ 
a’/3’7’(5 \i<j fc#i’j / 
(-dirdJ^djpa^T^� 
V -djrdj'pdipdip > 
_ / _ \ 
八 dwj 八 dw：!八 A 八 dwk 
E R c ^ 處 n 顯 - ( d ^ r 爾 ) m n 酬 - 酬 關 
i<j oc,l3,nf,5 
^nin-l) ^ S Rah贈弯 
1 f a—A 
^n(n-l) ^ ^ Khl错萄 
The second last equality holds because R^^rys = RcchB-
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Therefore, if we let 
(R, dfAdfAdfA Bf) A 0；打—2 = au/“ 
Then the value of cr at Q is given by the formula 
1 ( 
^ = nin - 1) S S Ra“魏 
� 乂 \ i<3 a,(3,^,6 / 
Note this formula requires g^^p = Sap at Q. By the strong semi-negativity of R, 
a is non-negative at any arbitrary point Q E N. 
Hence, because the Kahler form lj is closed, by the Bochner type identity, 
d {d{g, Bf 八 a /�八 a;"-2) Bf 八 5/�)八 0/^ -2 - d{g, Bf 八 df)八 
=dd{g,dfAdf)ALJ--^ 
=(0" — x K 
Integrating both sides on N, since the left hand side is exact, we get 
[(o- - x ) ^ = 0 
JN 
Since x ^ 0 and a ^ 0, we conclude ；^三 a 三 0. Therefore, in this special 
coordinates (w^), 
^ 减日萄=0 
Finally, for an arbitrary coordinate system ( � ” around Q, let 
a-p drW drw 
IT— = =r— 
^ dC形 形d^i 
Choose a coordinate system (w^) normal at Q such that at Q, 
- — = a — ~ r and 7—7 = h—- + c-；-—r, where the complex numbers a, c 0 
dp dw^ o^^ ow^ du)2 
then 
一 = f - j n u w + m - (i^ji+m 顯 
^ \ dwW \ dw^ dw” \ dw^ dw^J y dw^J 
Q^Q _ _ _ _ 
一 d^dw^ J 
=ac^i 
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Hence, 
E ^ i W 纖 = 0 
• 
3.3 Complex-analyticity of harmonic maps 
In this section, we will investigate the complex-analyticity of harmonic maps. 
Holomorphic maps between Kahler manifolds are of course harmonic, but in 
general the converse is not true. However, under certain rank condition on the 
differential and negativity condition on the curvature of the target manifolds, 
harmonic maps are either holomorphic or anti-holomorphic. To establish the 
complex-analyticity of harmonic map, we need the following theorem, which our 
next proposition 3.3.2 relies on. 
Theorem 3.3.1. (Aronszajn [1]) Let Ui,. . . ,Um be functions defined on a 
domain D of R" and A be a linear elliptic differential operator of second order. 
Suppose 
1. There exists a positive constant M such that for any 1 ^ /c ^ m, 
m 
i=\ 
2. At some point Xq G D, 
J\x—xo\<r 
then Uk 三 0 on D for every k. 
Proposition 3.3.2. Suppose N,M are Kahler manifolds and / : A/‘ —> M is a 
harmonic map, which is (anti-)holomorphic on a non-empty open subset of N. 
Then f is (anti-)holomorphic on the whole N. 
Remark. We do not impose any curvature condition in this proposition. 
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Proof. We will only prove the holomorphic case. The anti-holomorphic case is 
proved similarly. 
Let Q be the interior of the closed subset {Q e N : df{Q) = 0} of N. We want to 
show Q is also closed. Suppose, on the contrary, has a boundary point Q not in 
Q. Let W he a, connected, open and relatively compact neighborhood of Q with 
(w^) a coordinate system of some open set containing W, {z^) a coordinate system 
of some open set containing f{W) and w'^{Q) = 0 for every i. By identifying 
points in N and with points in C" using the coordinate functions (it;^ ), every 
fa^fjij^M^a^ 二 似r�7 o / may be regarded locally as complex-valued functions 
defined an open neighborhood [/ C C" of 0. Since f is harmonic, we have ‘ 
/^nF + E = 0 
Note that in local coordinate, A ^ = 2hf^ did-j is a second order linear elliptic 
differential operator. Applying d^ to this equation, we get 
hj hhPn 
Since W CC f/ , there exists a constant Ci > 0 such that on W, for every a, 
\^N{d-,n\ ^ Ci ( e丨这约广丨+ E丨约厂丨+ E m r i ) (3-1) 
\ i,j 3,1 J.7 / 
Let ul = R e战 / � a n d v^ = Im^^/" be real-valued functions defined onU ( Z V = 
Write = + Then on W, 
I： I V I 丨对1 + 1对丨 
j,7 jn 
„ „ 1 „ / anf du气 dvf dvf \ 
i,j ij i,j \ z 
1 ( dur du] dvl dvj \ 
D 响 厂 丨 《 幻 树 + 1 树 + # + # + 始 ) 
jn i,7 hi z 
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These three inequalities, together with (3.1)，and the fact that for any positive 
integer I, (a! + a2 + . . . + a,)2 ^ + al... of) for any real numbers a^ , 
imply that 
„ ( dul 2 dul 2 dvl 2 dvl 2 � 
J.’7 卜 V / . 
/ 2 2 \ 
=C2 gradwj + gradvj + 引2 + |明 2 
3,1 \ ) 
for some positive constant C2. Note that and v^ are real functions and A^ v is 
a real operator, so 
|2 ^ |2 + = I八AT(线尸)|2 
Since d j p , and hence both uj and vl^ vanishes on an open subset of W, theorem 
3.3.1 implies that ul 三？;^  三 0 on It contradicts with the assumption Q is a 
boundary point Q. Hence, f is holomorphic on the whole manifold N. • 
Now, we state our main theorem. 
Theorem 3.3.3. Let 7V,M be compact Kahler manifolds and / : TV — M be 
a harmonic map. Suppose the curvature tensor of M is negative of order 
k � 2 and ranked/ > 2k at some point of N. Then f is either holomorphic or 
anti-holomorphic. 
Proof. First of all, rank^df ^ 2k at some point of N implies that mnkudf ^ 2k 
in some connected open set U of N. Let Q e U and P = / (Q) . The complex 
structures of N and M induce complex structures Ji and J2 on the real vector 
spaces TqN and TpM. The rank condition means that the real vector subspace 
kerdf of {TqN, J i ) has real dimension ^ 2n - 2k. By lemma 2.1.1, there exists 
basis {^1,.. •, QN} of {TqN, Ji) over C such that 
spanc{"ii,. . • ， n kerd/ = {0} for any 1 ‘ ii < i) < …< ik�n 
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Choose holomorphic coordinate ( k / ) of an open neighborhood W of Q in U such 
that Qi = 2 R e嘉 at Q. 
For any I ^ ii < 12 < . . . < ik ^ n, 
呢 i’...’ifc = {xeW : w^{x) = 0 for every 7 ^ ii,�2,... A } 
is a complex A:-dimensional submanifold in W and = f\wi^ “ has full 
rank 2k at Q. 
By proposition 3.2.2，at Q, 




Note that for 1 ^ Zi < 22 < . . . < ^ n, 1 ^ o； ^ m, 
ddf dd? 
= di .fa and = % 广 
dw” ” J dw'i ” 
Put these into (3.2)，since R is negative of order /c, either = 0 or 
台(fhi�…�ik = 0 at Q. To show either df = 0 or df = 0 at Q, we assume 
on the contrary, djf^{Q) — 0 and dif^{Q) + 0 for some j , a, Choose 
1 � i i < h < … < i f c � n such that both j, I G {�1’知，•.. It contra-
dicts to either 二 0 or 召 = 0 at Q. Therefore, either df = 0 or 
df = 0 at Q. As Q is arbitrary in the connected set U, U is the union of its 
closed subsets {df = 0} A C/ and {df = 0} A It is a disjoint union, because 
df = 0 and df = 0 would imply df = 0. By connectedness of U�we conclude 
either df\u 三 0 or df\u = 0. The theorem follows from proposition 3.3.2. • 
Corollary 3.3.3.1. Let N,M be compact Kahler manifolds and f : N M he 
a harmonic map. Suppose M has strongly negative curvature and mnk]^df ^ 4 
at some point of N. Then / is either holomorphic or anti-holomorphic. 
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Proof. It follows directly from theorem 3.3.3 and lemma 2.1.2. • 
Remark. In the above corollary we can actually arrive at the same conclusion by 
only requiring rankRC?/ ^ 3 at some point of N. We will illustrate the argument 
in the proof of theorem 4.3.2 
3.4 Strong rigidity theorems 
In this section, we will establish a few strong rigidity theorems based on the exis-
tence of harmonic maps and their complex analyticity properties. In particular, 
every classical domain other than the unit disc is strongly rigid. 
Theorem 3.4.1. Let TV, M be compact Kahler manifolds and M has negative 
curvature of order k � 2 . Suppose there exists a continuous map g .. N — M with 
g � : Hi{N, M) R) being non-zero for some I ^ 2k. Then g is homotopic 
to a holomorphic or anti-holomorphic map from N to M. 
Proof. Since M has non-positive sectional curvature, g is homotopic to some 
harmonic map f. The induced map /* =没* : Hi{N, R) —> Hi{M,R) is non-zero 
means that rankled/ ^ 2k at some point of N. By theorem 3.3.3’ we conclude f 
is either holomorphic or anti-holomorphic. • 
Theorem 3.4.2. Let N � M be compact Kahler manifolds of same complex di-
mension n ^ 2 and M has adequately negative curvature. Suppose g N — M is 
a continuous map of degree one and g年:H2n-'2{N, R) H2n—2(M, M) is injective. 
(Both homology groups are non-zero since Nare Kahler.) Then g is either 
homotopic to a biholomorphism or an anti-biholomorphism between N and M. 
Proof. By theorem 3.4.1, g is homotopic to a holomorphic or anti-holomorphic 
map / . For simplicity, we assume f is holomorphic. Let V be the set of points in 
N where df is degenerate. We want to show that V is empty in order to prove f 
is locally diffeomorphic, and hence globally biholomorphic because of the degree 
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one condition and the orientation-preserving property of f . 
Suppose V is non-empty. V ^ N because f has degree one. Then V is an 
complex-analytic subvariety of pure complex codimension one, since V is locally 
defined by a single holomorphic function det(这 /�) . Now, f is proper, so the set 
of critical values f(V) is a complex-analytic subvariety of M. f(V) has complex 
codimension at least two. The reason is as follows: 
For otherwise, f\y : V — / ( V ) is a surjective holomorphic map between complex-
analytic variety of equal dimension n — 1. Hence, there exists some v e V such 
that dim(/~^ (/(?;))) = (n—1) —(n—1) = 0. So, v is an isolated point of f~^{f(v)). 
Let W he & connected coordinate neighborhood of t; in iV with bounded coor-
dinate functions w^, . . . such that W fl / - i ( / … ) ) = v and N — dW has 
exactly two components, W and N — W. Choose a connected open neighborhood 
U of f{v) in M which does not meet the compact set f{dW). Then U — f(V) 
is also connected and is homeomorphic to its pre-image — f{V)), since 
U — f{V) are regular values and f has degree one. Therefore, — f{V)) is 
connected and must be either contained in W or contained in N — W. The sec-
ond case is rejected because f~^{f(V)) has codimension one and f is continuous. 
Hence, by Riemann removable singularity theorem, we may extend the holomor-
phic function o f-^ ： U - f{V) C to : U ^ C defined on the whole U. 
By identity theorem, we conclude that w^ o f = w^ on some open neighborhood 
Wo (ZWoiv, showing that / is a local diffeomorphism, contradicts to v G V. 
Hence, f{V) has codimension at least two. 
However, it follows that g* sends the non-zero element defined by V in H2n-2(N, M) 
to the zero element in H2n-2{M, M), which contradicts to the injectivity of g本: 
//2„_2(A^, M) —> 股).Hence V is empty and f is globally biholomor-
phic. • 
By theorem 2.6.3, it immediately implies the following strong rigidity theorem. 
Theorem 3.4.3. Let M be a compact Kahler manifold of complex dimension at 
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least two with adequately negative curvature. Then any compact Kahler man-
ifold of the same homotopy type as M must be either biholomorphic or anti-
biholomorphic to M. In particular, any compact Kahler manifold of the same 
homotopy type as a compact quotient of irreducible bounded symmetric domain 
other than the unit disc must be biholomorphic or anti-biholomorphic to that 
compact quotient. 
3.5 Some further results from the Bochner tech-
nique 
After proving the liolomorphicity of harmonic maps between certain classes of 
compact Kahler manifolds and establishing the strong rigidity property of com-
pact quotients of irreducible bounded symmetric domains other than the unit 
disc, Siu [19] generalized his method to study vanishing theorems for holomor-
phic vector bundles over compact Kahler manifolds. He developed a few different 
Bochner-Kodaira type formulas and introduced new notions on the curvatures of 
holomorphic vector bundles. One of the results which is more closely related to 
our discussion is the following. For each irreducible bounded symmetric domain 
ft other than the unit disc, there exists an integer p(fi)’ smaller than the complex 
dimension of Q, such that if the real rank of a harmonic map f from a compact 
Kahler manifold to a compact quotient of Q. is greater than or equal to 2p(il) + 1 
at one point, then f is either holomorphic or anti-holomorphic. It certainly gives 
a sharper rank condition than our previous proof where we require f to attain 
full rank somewhere. More precisely, Siu [19] and Zhong [24] has obtained the 
following p(Q) for the cases of classical domains and exceptional bounded sym-
metric domains respectively. 
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^ Complex dimension p(Q) 
DL, mn^ 2 mn {m - l)(n - 1) + 1 
Dj/, n > 3 n{n - l ) /2 (n - 2)(n - 3)/2 + 1 
D ! 工 n ( n + l ) /2 — l ) /2 + 1 
^ 3 n 2 
D ^ 16 6 
了 27 11 
Concerning the strong rigidity property of compact quotients of irreducible 
bounded symmetric domains, we have singled out the case of compact quotients 
of unit disc. It is well-known that a compact Riemann surface of genus g ^ 2 
admits a (3^ — 3)-complex dimensional moduli space of complex structures on 
the underlying real smooth real surface. Strong rigidity properties of course 
fails in this case. However, for the case of polydisc, we have a theorem due 
to Matsushima-Shimura [11], which states that an irreducible compact quotient 
M of polydisc A " ’ n ^ 2 is locally rigid as a complex manifolds. (Here M 
is irreducible means that no finite covering of M is isometric to a product of 
two positive dimensional Riemannian manifolds.) This motivates the studies of 
rigidity properties of such Kahler manifolds by Jost-Yau[9],[10] and Mok [13 
based on the Bochner type formula established by Siu. 
Suppose N, M are homotopic compact Kahler manifolds and M is an irre-
ducible compact quotient of polydisc A " ’ n � 2 . Let / : iV —> M is a homotopy 
equivalence. By the existence of harmonic map, we may assume f is harmonic. 
The Bochner type formula in proposition 3.2.1 implies that Ddf vanishes point-
wisely, i.e. f is pluriharmonic. Jost-Yau then studied the local level sets defined 
by the components of the lifting f : N A^ of f to the universal coverings. 
They discovered that it gave rise to a holomorphic foliation on N. Based on their 
work, Mok made use of a density lemma by Borel-Matsiishima-Shimura [3],[11 
to conclude 
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Theorem 3.5.1. (Mok[13], Jost-Yau[10] for n=2) Suppose N, M are homotopic 
compact Kahler manifolds and M is an irreducible compact quotient of polydisc 
A" , n � 2 . Then, there exists a diffeomorphism f : N — M such that, for the 
lifting / : iV —> A " of / to the universal coverings, every component of / is either 
holomorphic map or anti-holomorphic map from N to A. 
Chapter 4 
Generalization to the 
Non-compact case 
4.1 A strong rigidity theorem for non-compact 
Kahler manifolds 
In this chapter we investigate the rigidity property of non-compact Kahler man-
ifolds with non-positive curvature. Let us recall the approach we have used in 
the compact case. Suppose (M, g) is a compact Kahler manifold with strongly 
semi-negative curvature and (TV, h) is a compact Kahler manifold of the same 
homotopy type. By theorem 3.1.1, we may assume the homotopy is induced by 
a harmonic map f : N — M. We then establish a Bochner type identity 
dd{g, df A df) = (R, df A df AdfA df)—〈仏 Ddf A Ddf) (4.1) 
Integrating both sides over N and making use of Stokes' theorem we show that 
the first term on the right hand side vanishes identically on N. By imposing an 
additional condition on M, namely the adequate negativity of curvature, we can 
show that / is either holomorphic or anti-holomorphic. Finally we show that in 
this case f must be a diffeomorphism and hence N,M are either biholomorphic 
67 
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or anti-biholomorphic. 
Now we consider the non-compact case. The results are basically from the 
work of Siu[20]. Let M be a non-compact Kahler manifold of negative curvature. 
We want to know under what conditions M will be strongly rigid in complex 
structure. We face two obstacles if we want to apply the above strategy. First 
of all, we do not have an existence theorem for harmonic maps in an arbitrary 
homotopy class of smooth maps between Riemannian manifolds when the target 
manifold is non-compact. Moreover, even such a harmonic map exists, we cannot 
apply integration and Stokes' theorem directly to the Bochner type identity since 
the terms may not be integrable. We will overcome these problems by imposing 
extra conditions on the volumes and curvatures of manifolds. More precisely, we 
will prove 
Theorem 4.1.1. Let N,M he complete Kahler manifolds of the same complex 
dimension n � 2 . Suppose they have finite volumes and their sectional curva-
tures are bounded between two negative numbers —a and —6, where a > b > 0. 
Furthermore, M is strongly negative. If N,M are of the same homotopy type, 
then they are either biholomorphic or anti-biholomorphic. 
Let us briefly describe the topology of N and M in the theorem above. The 
details may be found in [4] and [21 . 
Let M be a complete n—dimensional Riemannian manifold of finite volume 
and with sectional curvature bounded between two negative numbers. Then M 
can be written as a union of a compact set Km and a finite number of ends Mi 
where for each z, there is a compact (n — 1)—dimensional Riemannian manifold Si 
and a diffeomorphism i/ji : Si x [0, oo) — Mi such that for each x e t) 
is a unit speed distance-minimizing geodesic ray perpendicular to the (n — 1)-
dimensional submanifold ip{Si, to) for each fixed 0 ^to < oo. Moreover, for any 
two such geodesies ijji{x,t),ijji{y,t), the distance d{il)i{x,t),il)i{y,t)) converges to 
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zero as t goes to infinity. In this way, we see that for any x e Si and rj G T^Si, the 
vector field defined by {ipi)*{r}) along the geodesic ray t ipi{x, t) is a Jacobi field. 
Also, KM can be chosen to be a compact n-dimensional manifold with boundary 
and a deformation retract of M. The fundamental group 7ri(Mi) of each end is 
characterized by being a maximal noncyclic almost nilpotent subgroup of 7ri(M). 
Here, a group is called almost nilpotent if it has a nilpotent subgroup of finite 
index. 
4.2 An existence theorem of harmonic map for 
Riemannian manifolds of finite volumes 
By the discussion in the section 6.4 and 6.5 of [20], we have 
Theorem 4.2.1. Let N, M be Kahler manifolds of finite volumes and with 
sectional curvature bounded between two negative numbers —a and —b with 
a > b > 0. Suppose they have the same dimension n and same homotopy type. 
Then there exists a harmonic map f : N — M oi finite global energy such that 
/ is a homotopy equivalence with ranked/ ^ 2n — 1 ^ 3 at some point of N. 
Proof. We define Ni, KM, Ti and (pi : Ti x [0, oo) ^ Ni for A'' in a similar way 
to Mi, Km, Si and ipi : Si x [0, oo) Mi for M respectively. We first want to 
construct a homotopy equivalence from N to M with finite global energy. Let 
g : N M he a. homotopy equivalence. Since the induced isomorphic map g本: 
7ri(iV) 7ri(M) maps a maximal noncyclic almost nilpotent subgroup of TTI{N) 
to that of 7ri(M), N and M have the same number of ends, and we may denote 
the corresponding ends by the same index. In particular, N, M are either both 
compact or both non-compact. Since the compact case is already covered by [5], 
we assume both N and M are non-compact. Furthermore, by choosing another 
representative in the homotopy class of g if necessary, we may assume for each i, 
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there exists a smooth map gi : T] — Si such that g{(pi{x,t)) = ？(访(a;)’ c力 + U) 
for any {x,t) G Tj x [0,oo), where ti,c are positive constants with c^  > By 
Raucli comparison theorem, we see that the energy density of g is bounded and 
hence g has finite global energy. 
Next, we show that g is homotopic to a harmonic map with finite global energy. 
Let { A } £ i be a sequence of relatively compact domains in N whose union is N. 
By a theorem of Schoen [15], there exists a harmonic map hi : 瓦 — M which is 
homotopic to and agree with on dDi. Moreover, in Schoen's procedure 
of constructing hi, we know that hi is equicontinuous with Lipschitz estimates in 
any compact set of N. In order to show that some subsequences of hi converges 
locally uniformly to a harmonic map f , it suffices, by Arzela-Ascoli theorem and 
the Lipschitz condition, to show that {hi{x)} is contained in a bounded set for 
some X E N. To check this, consider a compact deformation retract Kn of N. 
Suppose is not contained in a bounded subset of M. By the Lipschitz 
condition again, there exists an integer i such that hi{KN) is contained in some 
end Mj of M. This implies the image of 'KI{N) under g本 is contained in an 
almost nilpotent subgroup of 7ri(M). It is impossible because p is a homotopy 
equivalence. Hence, a subsequence of hi converges to a harmonic map f . 
Finally, we argue df has real rank at least 2n — 1 at some point of TV as follows. 
Let TV, M be the universal covering of N, M respectively. By identifiying the 
fundamental group of a space with the deck transformation group of its universal 
covering, let Ei and Fi be the group of transformations corresponding to the 
fundamental groups 7ri(iVi) and 7r(Mi) respectively (TVi and Mi is a corresponding 
pair of ends). Let N* = TV/Si and M* = N/Ti be coverings of N and M and 
/* : iV* — M* be the lifting of f. Topologically we have N* = Ti x R and 
M* = Si xR (See [4]). Hence, since f* induces isomorphism between the infinite 
cyclic groups H2n-i{^*) and H2n-i{M*), we conclude df has real rank at least 
2n — 1 at some point. • 
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In the case of theorem 4.1.1, we are able to overcome the first obstacle of 
finding a harmonic map between N and M, as described at the beginning of 
this chapter, by the above theorem. For the second obstacle, we can avoid the 
non-integrability of the terms in the Bochner formula by using the technique of 
cut-off function. 
4.3 Bochner formula in the non-compact case 
Lemma 4.3.1. Let N, M be complete Kahler manifolds of finite volumes and 
with sectional curvatures bounded between two numbers —a and —6, where a > 
b> 0. I f / : i V — M i s a harmonic map with finite global energy, then we have 
[ | W / | 2 < oo 
JN 
Proof. The statement is trivial if N is compact. For the non-compact case, we 
can argue as follows. Let K be an arbitrary compact subset of N. Since N is 
a union of a compact set and a positive number of ends, there exists a smooth 
real-valued function 0 ^ 0 ^ 1 on A^  with compact support such that 三 1 on 
K and the pointwise norm of its gradient ||V0|| is bounded by some A > 0 on 
the whole N. By the following (original) Bochner formula for harmonic map, we 
know that at each point Q e N, 
Ae 二 II " iMcr J ) " ， " " 丑 w / w )，卿 , d 肌 am)) 
a i 
where e is the energy density of / , {Vi} is an orthonormal frame of TQN, 
is an orthonormal coframe of Tj^g^M and is the tangent vector dual to 
the 1-form at Q. 
Hence, our curvature assumption implies pointwisely on N, 
Ae > \\Vdff — ae (4.2) 
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By Stokes' theorem 
0 = I div(02Ve) 
JN 
= 2 [ 0 � V 0 , V e � + [ 02 Ae 
JN JN 
[ 0 ( V 0 , V e ) + [ 02||W/||2- f 042e 
JN JN JN 
where the last inequality follows from (4.2). 
Hence, we have 
[ < 2 [ 0(V0,Ve) + [ a(j>^ e (4.3) 
JN JN JN 
For the first term on the right, by Schwarz inequality and AM-GM inequality, for 
any e > 0, 
2 [ Ve) (2 f A0||Ve| 
JN JN 
卜)微 
[ (e + 6) + i [ 0 ' iVd/ lp 
JN ^ JN 
The last inequality holds because if {Vj} is a local orthonormal frame of T^N, 
l lVef = (\Vi{dLdf)y = < Y^ WVvM'lWr = 2\\Vdffe 
i ^ , i i 
Therefore, by (4.3)， 
f [ (e + 6) + i [ [ act>'e 
JN Jn 乙 JN JN 
^ [ f (e + e) + 2 [ ae = . yol{N) + + 2a) [ e 
JN JN JN JN 
Since the compact set K and e > 0 are arbitrary, by the finiteness of volume and 
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We are ready to show the following theorem concerning the (anti-)holomorphicity 
of harmonic maps. 
Theorem 4.3.2. Let (N, ")，(M,g) be complete Kahler manifolds with complex 
dimensions n, m ^ 2 respectively. Suppose they have finite volumes and their 
sectional curvatures are bounded between two negative numbers —a and —b, 
where a > b > 0. Moreover, M has strongly negative curvature. Then any 
harmonic map f : N — M oi finite global energy with rank]R ^ 3 at some point 
of N must be either holomorphic or anti-holomorphic. 
Proof. For any compact set K in N and arbitrarily real number A > 0, there 
exists a compactly supported smooth real-valued functions • on N which is iden-
tically equal to 1 on K and with ||V(/)|| ^  A pointwisely. Let LO be the Kahler 
form of N. It is closed, so by Stokes' theorem, we have 
0 = [ 例仏办 Aa /�八 
JN 
=[(90八召〈仏办八5/〉八0；"-2+ r 0滤〈仏办八 a / � / w " - 2 (4.4) 
Jn JN 
Let Q e N and P = f{Q) G M. Choose holomorphic coordinates {w^) at Q, (2") 
at P such that hfj[Q�= Sij,dhfj{Q) = 0 and 知乂尸）二 = 0. 
In local coordinate, at Q, 
= AddJ^ (4.5) 
a 
Note that, at Q, with z, j run over all {1 , . . . ,n, 1, . . . ,n} and a run over all 
{1’...，m，I，…’ fh} under the summation, 
/ ^ fee a \ 
\ 3,0c / 
„ aV d 
=V ^ .dw' (g) dw] 0 /*—-
i’j，a 
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Hence 
By (4.5) 
\\d{9.df A ^ Y^ WdrWWddJ^W = n\\df\\\\Vdf\\ 
a 
By Schwarz inequality, the first term in the last line of (4.4) satisfies 
f /\dr)/\LJ2 ^ [ {n-2)\\\d(f>\\\\d(9,dfAdf)\\ 
JN JN 
^ n{n - 2)IA [ \\df\\\\S/df\\ 
JN 
^ n{n - 2)!A ( 人 ‘(义 || W/||2)‘ 
(4.6) 
By the computation as in the proof of proposition 3.2.2, we know that 
〈仏 D办八万 a / j / w n - 2 = 
{R, dfAdfAdfA df) A = acj^ 
for some non-positive function x, non-negative function a on N. Hence, the 
Bochner formula. (4.1), (4.4),(4.6) and lemma 4.3.1 imply 
[(^Ix — … … U C 
JN 
for a constant C independent of K and (p. Therefore, letting A — 0, we conclude 
X — vanishes pointwisely and in particular, by the argument in the proof of 
proposition 3.2.2 and the strong negativity of M, at any point Q e N 
= d - ^ r W (4.7) 
for any i�j,a, (3, where (it/) and (z") is any complex coordinate at Q and f(Q) 
respectively. 
Since rankle?/ ^ 3 at some point of N, we have laiik^df ^ 3 in some connected 
open set U of N. Let Q e U and P = f(Q). The complex structures of N and 
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M induce complex structures JI and J2 on the real vector spaces TqN and TPM. 
The rank condition means that the real vector subspace kerdfq of (TqN, J i ) 
has real dimension ^ 2n — 3. By lemma 2.1.1, there exists basis {pi, •. •,分n} of 
{T^N, Ji) over C such that 
CgiDkeidf = {0} 
Choose holomorphic coordinate (w^) of an open neighborhood W oi Q in U such 
that Qi = 2 R e嘉 at Q. Since ker dfq has real codimension 3, by a linear change 
of coordinate of vj^,... and shrinking U if necessary, we may assume dP 
and d{Rep) are C-linearly independent in U. Since dp — 0 in C/，either dp or 
Bf^ is not zero. To show f is either holomorphic or anti-holomorphic, without 
loss of generality, we assume dif^ — 0 in t/. Let dime spanc({5/\ (9/^}) = k at 
Q. Since df ^ 0, k =1 or 2. 
We deal with the case k = 2 first. In this case, dime spanc({^/i，8/2}) = 2 in 
some open subset of U. Put /3 = j = 1 into (4.7), we get for every a, 
dirw=dirW dirdw^ = 
diP 
Br = c^W 
Similarly, B p = ( ^ W . 
However, the assumption that d f ^ , d p are linearly independent implies every 
c j 二 eg = 0. Therefore, we conclude df = 0 in some open set of N. 
For the other case k = 1, we will show that in fact it is impossible. Suppose on 
the contrary, k = 1. Then d p = rdf^ for some r G C. By the argument in the 
case /c = 2, we also have 
df = cW 
Therefore, 
dp = dp + ^ = ^fW 
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Hence, df^  八 d p 八 dRe/2 = 0 as a multiple of exterior product of 1 forms d p 
and df^. It contradicts to our choices of coordinates. 
Hence, by proposition 3.3.2, f must be holomorphic on the whole N. The 
other case of — 0 at some point will imply f is anti-holomorphic by a similar 
argument. • 
Now, we are in position to prove our main theorem 4.1.1 for the strong rigidity 
property of a certain class of non-compact Kahler manifolds. 
Theorem 4.3.3. Let 7V,M be complete Kahler manifolds of the same complex 
dimension n � 2 . Suppose they have finite volumes and their sectional curva-
tures are bounded between two negative numbers —a and —b, where a > b > 0. 
Furthermore, M is strongly negative. If N^M are of the same homotopy type, 
then they are either biholomorphic or anti-biholomorphic. 
Proof. By theorem 4.2.1 and theorem 4.3.2, there exists a. holomorphic or anti-
holomorphic map f : N — M of finite global energy such that / is a homotopy 
equivalence with rankRc// ^ 2n—1 at some point of N. Without loss of generality, 
we assume f is holomorphic. We will show f is proper. 
Suppose otherwise, there is a compact set K C M such that is un-
bounded. Let Ki = {y e M : dj^iy, K") < 1}, where (Im denotes the distance 
function on M. Let {Uk} be an open cover of Ki consisting of open sets diffeo-
morphic to the unit ball. By Lebesgue's lemma, there is an 0 < e < 1 such that 
any subsets of Ki with diameter smaller than e is contained in some Uk' Since 
N has finitely many ends, there exists an integer z, an increasing diverging se-
quence of positive real numbers {tj}'^^ and {xj}'^^ C T] such that /(a^), where 
dj := (p{xj,tj), is contained in K. Through each a ,^ we can find a closed curve 
Qfj such that each a) represents a non-identity element in 7t{N) and the length 
of a j converges to zero as j goes to infinity. By the Schwarz lemma of Yau [23], 
foaj is contained in some Uk for some large enough j. Therefore foaj represents 
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the identity element in which contradicts to the assumption that f is an 
homotopy equivalence. As a result, / is a proper holomorphic map. 
Since the real rank of f is at least 2n - 1 at some point, the analytic variety 
f{N) has complex dimension n, i.e. f{N) 二 M. Since / i s a proper and surjective 
homotopy equivalence, we can apply the argument in the proof of theorem 3.4.2 
to conclude that / is a biholomorphism. • 
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